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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN

Time To Speak Out
by Z m Evans
From time to time we have all seen
some exemplary conduct and some
deplorable activities on the part of
police officers who are sworn to uphold our laws and constitution.
"Sixty Minutesyrecently ran a story of
several police officers gone astray, to
say the least.
Following the story, Tim Evans wrote
'SixtyMiutes"a few thoughtson behalf
of our association.
Gentlemen:
Yourprogram exposing brutality and
perjury in the Oakland Housing Authority Police Department is but one
example of a disease that threatens
freedom a m s s this nation. In our
unthinking frenzy to "get tough on
crime" we are destroying the delicate
balance between police protection and
police oppression.
There are more g w d cops than bad
and I'm sure the palice officers who got
caught up in this frenzy fist believed
that the ends would justify the means.
This mentality, when combined with
opportunistic politicians who wrap
themselves in the banner of the war on
crime, threatens our fundamental safeguards against the inevitable abuse of
governmental power.
Our Bill of Rights protects the innocent, not the guilty. If the Bill of Rights
becomes a casualty of the War on
Dmgs more h a m will come to our way
of life then could be caused by all the
cocaine in Colombia.
Sincerely,
Tim Evans
Letters like these are fine. Every pmducer is interested in the public reaction to such stories. And, of course, we
need our side highlighted periodically.
Equally important, however, is the
commitment of each of us to reach out
into the commumty, particularlywithin
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the local school, and express our own
beliefs concerning the criminal justice
system.
It is important to tell the other side of
the stay. We would be talking to
future jurors; and to young people who
need to know they do have rights as
well as obligations under law.
Tim volunteered to share a presentation particularly adapted to groups interested in learning about the criminal
justice system, and it was printed in the
June 1989 issue of the Voicd. I believe
it deserves a second look because its
approach was both appealing and
thought provoking. The article follows:
The pendulum of justice has gathered
such momentum fmitsfall through thearc
of tndiv~dualliberty that it now thfeatens to
~
sweep up the innocent in its N S toward
conviction. From our observation posts, we
criminal defense lawyers see this danger
sooner than those citizens who are turned
the opposite direction-on the lookout for
crime. We must get them to look over their
shoulders and realize it is the gyroscope of
checks and balances that rightsour ship of
state and keeps us Free.
We must get this message to tkpotential
jurors and voters in our communities if we
are to survive the frenzy of fanaticism
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EDITOR'S COLUMN

A Tribute to Judge
Woodrow Seals
Thls issue of the Voiceis dedicated to
the late Judse Woodrow Seals, who
gassed away earlier this year.
'Tudge Woodrow Seals was a good
fine man and a compassionate judge. I
have never known a person who tried
to and did more good for people than
Woodrow."
f i n . John K Singleton
Senior Uaited States District Judge,
Housfon
a**

V h e n Judge Woodrow Seals died,
the FederalJudiciary not only lost a fine
Judge but also a great humanitarian. He
was not only concerned about racial
prejudice, but also religious prejudice,
women's rights, and the right of children to receive a decent education."
Jacla J- Ratoitscher, Atromey a t la'w,
Houston
*,I

"I do not have the ability to tell
anecdotes, which is a pity, because
Woodrow Sealshad a bmad and outrageous sense of humor thathe deployed
constantly. He was a man of common
sense,of empathyfor all kindsof people
andofconstantcheerfulnessthat sprang,
I believe, from his deep faith in God.
We will miss him around the federal
courthouse."
Hon. Edith H. Jones, Cfzuit Judge,
United States Court of Appeat., F@h
t7dmrft
I*,

"Woodrow Seals embodied all of the
qualities that one could ask for. He was
courageous, scholarly, compassionate
md a true believer in the Constitution.
Itis indeed rare thatall of these qualities
c;in be found in one person in these
times."
Went A. &ha&; Atronzey a t Law,
KO£lslO?i

To tell you the truth, I never had the
pleasure of meeting this man. You will
not read anything here based upon
first-hand knowledge.
I learned of his death through the
news media. The same way many of
you did, particula~lyif you live in the
Houston area.
As a matter of fact, I read some things
about him that made me wish I hadhad
a chance to meet him personally. Here
was another federal judge who day by
day was a really neat guy.
I happened to be in Judge Jerry
Buchmeyer's Court shortly aftex Judge
Seals' death, and at that time I asked
him about the judge. The first thing I
heard was what a fantastic sense of
humor Judge Seals had, how he could
bring to life just about any event.
I have since learnedJudge Seals was
born the day before Christmas. On the
lighter side of things, I wonder how
many times his friends asked him
whether he would mind if they combined his birthday and Christmas presents. He strikes me as the kind of
person who might say "Of course not";
and then he would flash a certain telling
grinas if to say, "But of course, I mind,
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IN AND AROUNDTEXAS

I

BY Job
Season's greetings to a 1from the officers, <lectors and staff of TCDLA.
When 1991 begins, the 72nd Texas
Legislature can't be far behind. So, as
of 28 November representatives and
senators had p d l e more than 150
blllti and resolutions in the House and
more than twenty in the Senate. Of
those bills and resolutions approximately 65 are on topics of interest to
criminal practitionem Moreon specific
hills later in this column and in future
issues of the Voice.
By the tfme yod read this the two
State Bar referenda will have been
decided up, clown, or no contest if less
than 51 percent of th&lawyers bothered
to vote. In any case the results will undoubtedly affect the Legislature's review of the State Bar Act and the Sunset
pmcess. Ill go out on a limb and say I
think both the dues increase and the
new grievance process will pass, but
not by much. If I err, I will stand for
nine lashes with a wet noodle.
Speaking of the State Bar, sometimes
we i a ~ y e rwilIgag
s
on a gnat and try to
swallm a camel. Recently, State Bar
General Counsel Frank Douthitt, in a
dear case of over-reaction, filedagrievance against TCDLA Past President
Charles M. McDonald of Waco, wbo
wrote a letter to a judge in support of a
fellow lawyer who was charged with a
grievance in District 8. By letter dated
29 October the District 8-B Grievance
Committee notified McDonald that,
"there was no violation of any of the
provisions of the Code of Pmfessional
Responsibility . .. ." Do you "douthitt,"
Frank?
But sometimes resuks at the Law
Center are more positive. Betty Blackwell and I were invited to the State Bar
Penal Code and Criminal Procedure
Committeemeetinglast month. Bothof
us were struck by the fact that there
were no minorities or women on the
committee. We wrote a letter pointing
that out to Bar P~sidentJim Parsons,
who promptly responded by requesting Bar Directors to recommend addition of nine minorities and women to
the committee, additionally, President
Parsons appointed Chairperson Black-
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well and me to the committee roster.
Thanks for a prompt and positive response.
Legislative
During the time I have been involved
with TCDLA legislative dforts, and
before,webavenatopposedtbemaki~
of cettain acts unlawfulunless doing so
was clearly unconstitutional. Likewise,
we have not opposed increases in
sentences except to the extant such
increases detract from p ~ s o nmanagement and exacerbate overcrowding.
No one, other than the defendant, is
against long sentences for dangerous
felons. However, some of the bills
already prefiled seem to me to fall into
one or both of the exceptions noted
here.
A few examples follow, including
some, which may have been ill-considered. House Bill 13 prefiled by Representative Dalton Smith w d d do away
with juty probation in 3g offenses Clk
Codeof Ctiminal Procedure, Art. 42.12,
Sec. 3g., et seq.). The bill would add to
Section 3g: "A fury may not recommend and a murt m y not grant probation:", which would then be followed
by the current listing 3g offenses and
deadly weaponlanguage. Section3g.CbI
is deleted. Sectian 2 of the bfllamends
Alt. 42.18, Sec. 8(b) and (c) and adds,
for prisoners sening sentences under
Section 12.42, Tx Penal Code Crepeat
offender) orsentencedunderArt.42.12,
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Editor's Column
Continuedfmm page 4
you fool; read my lips, two presents!"
Judge Seals obtained his law degree
from the University of Texas in 1949,
after completing duty in the senrice
during World War 11.
He engaged in private practice for
over @teen years before being appointed by President Kennedy as the
United States Attorney for the Southern
District of Texas where he served from
1961 to 1966. He then was appointed
by President Johnson as United States
DistrictJudge, and continued his distinguished career by focusing on issues to
help his fellow citizens.
Fmm this point, I rely on the words of
many other f i e individuals to describe
Judge Seals and his accomplishments,
as compiled by his secretary, Dods
Clark.
'To understand Wooodrw Seals' interest in justice and peace and what
motivated him, one must know of the
love he had for the United Methodist
Church. In a long profde of Judge Seals
in TbeHorc~fonPost,Sunday,January2,
1983, the two authors, Diane Freeman
and Pete Wittenberg entitled the article
'Legend Moving.' It concerned Judge
Seals' taking senior status when he
became 65 years of age. It showed a
picture of Judge Seals and another
picture of himinhis new offifeholding
a WPA shovel and looking at the mess
being made as he moves.
"His first decision in moving, said
Seals, was where to place the photograph of his Methodist Bishop and Bvo
framed prayers. He decided on a
bookcase top next to his desk so they
wouldn't be far out of reach.
"'Outside of my immediate family,
the greatest influence on my life has
been the United Methodist Church, its
bishops and pastoss,' Seals said.
"Another prominently displayed item
in Seals' office was a framed memorial
he wrote for William Hoyd Bull, Seals'
first pastor in Houston. The judge also
had a WPAwork shovel the pastvrgave
him after it was used for the groundbreaking of St. Stephen's United Methodist Church in 1952.
"Seals founded the Society of St.
Stephen, a volunteer organization that
helped the poor. More than 100 societies now exist in Methodist churches
nationwide, 18years after Seals organized the first one in Houston.

Pope John Paul If awarded Seals the
Papal Medal for his charitable work in
the Methodist Church and for organizing the society.
"Judge Seals loved the church and
heldmost of the important offices in the
local Methodist Church. He served as
chairman of the oficial board, charge
lay leader, andchairmanof the board of
trustees. He taught an adult church
school class for 35 years.
"AU Judge Seals' life had been devoted to the idea of justice. He worked
for justice in all areas of life -political,
social, economic, legal and religious.
He believed we live in a moral universe
and ultimately all our problems must
be solved in the moral realm.
We taught an adult church school
dass for 35 years. His favorite Bible
passages were John 1:29, 'Behold, the
Lamb of God, who takes away the sin
of the world,' and John 316, 'For God
so loved the world that he gave his only
Son. . . '
"Woodrow emphasized the world.
He saw Jesus as the Suffering Servant;
that the church is the body of Christ;
and that the church and its members
must serve and suffer if necessary. He
wanted the members of the church to
love one another and others and to
serve them as well as serving God.
"It was for this reason he founded the
Society of St. Stephen in 1964 at St.
Stephen's United Methodist Church in
Houston, Texas. He was teaching a
Bible class each Sunday morning and
another one each Sunday night. The
Sunday night class had been working
with a Society of St. Vincent de Paul in
the Church of the Annunciation in
helping people in need. One Sunday
night in June 1964, Judge Seals suggested to the class that they form a
similar society in the United Methodist
Church, that they name this new society
after the first chairperson of Chistian
social concerns, St. Stephen (Acts 6:l6), aqcl that they meet each Sunday
night and help anyone in need.
'The Society grew slowly by word of
mouth in the Texas Conference until
Bishop Kenneth Copeland asked Seals
to come before his Cabinet and explain
what was happening. At that meeting
the Bishop and Cahmet decided to
create a task force under the Council of
Ministries of the Texas Conference and
named Judge Seals as the Conference
Coordinator of the Conference Society
of St. Stephen. He wrote a manual, Tbe

Society of St. Stipben and How to Organize One in Your Cburch.
'Then a slowgrowth acrok the United
Methodist Church began until the idea
was picked up by Dr. Ezra Earl Jones
and the General Board of Discipleship.
The Board published a new handbook
about the Society of St. Stephen and
hadone of its staff promote the Society.
The history of this long slow growth is
too long and involved to recount here.
"Judge Seals was the Texas Conference Coordinator and was active in his
local Society of St. Stephen.
"This movement created by Judge
Seals filled a need which was not being
met. It has g r a m simply because it was
and still is needed.
"The following is part of what Dr.
Richard H. Robinson, Associate Program Director of the Texas Annual
Conference, said about Judge Seals
once when he was being honored in
1982:
Tlroodrowbegan where quite often it
is not easy to witness as a servant. He
began in his local church. It isn't easy,
I repeat, to be a witness in your own
churchmany times. He took the church
school class and had the class to meet
on Sunday evening, and turned that
class into an institution, and the dass
agreed with him, and calied this new
institution the Society of St Stephen.
After St. Stephen was organized in the
church, he then looked and he said
now we followed the first chairperson
of Christian social concerns.
'Woodrow influenced the newlyfound society to move their thinking
beyond the Christmasbasket syndrome.
The first family helped by the society in
his local church lived twenty miles
away from the church. The society
chose this family as its project for one
full year, during which time clothing,
furniture, medicine and money for a
mother and four children was provided. The father of the family was
serving a year in the county jail for
negligent homicide.
'Thisset a pattern for theSocietyofSt.
Stephen, for they moved away from just
doing little things, but they chose to
choose one family during the year, and
work with that family, helping that
family stand upon its feet, or helping
that family until its needs were met. . .'
"On that same occasion Dr. Robinson
also told how Judge Seals started the
Jail Ministry of the Houston MetropoliContinzrerl or8paBs 29
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Batson v. Kentucky
h d Article 35.261
by George West

I. Introduction
In 1986, the U.S. Supreme CouiT decided the landmark case, Batson u.
Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986). The
Supreme Court held that a prosecutor's
purposeful discriminatory use of peremptory challenges against venirepersons of the same race as the defendant
violated the equal piotection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment. Batson
eased the difficult burden of proof that
the court had imposed ondefendants in
Swain u. Alabama, 380 US 202 (1965).
Szuairz requiied a defendant challenging the prosecution's practices to prove
repeated strikes of blacks over a number of cases. In Batson once the
defendant established an inference of
purposeful discrimination in his case,
then the burden shifts to the prosecutor
to provide a race-neutral reason for the
peremptory strike.
In 1987 the Texas Legislature, in response to Bdfso~z,
enacted Article 35.261
of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. Article 35.261 sets out the burden, similar to Batson, a criminal defendant must carry to necessitate a healing
on the prosecutor's use of his peremptory challenges It specificallyprovides
that ifthe prosecutor violates the statute
then the court is to discharge the panel
and call a new array.
There are several similamties and differences between Batson and Article
35.261. The purposeofthis outlineis to
(1) provide the prosecutors with an
overview of Batson and Article 35.261;
(2) point out some similarities and
differences between the two; and (3)
provide the prosecutor with a quick
reference source while in jury selection. With these purposes in mind, we
will now turn to examining the Batson
decision and how various cou~tshave
applied it.
11. Batson
A. Batson Facts
In Batson, the defendant, a black
male, was indicted on charges of second degree burglary and receipt of
stolen goods. The judge conducted
voir dire examination of the jury venue
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and excused certain jurors for cause.
The prosecutor then used his peremptory challenges to strike all four black
persons in the venire, and a jury composed of only white persons was selected. Defense counsel moved to
discharge the jury before it was sworn
in, alleging that the prosecutor had
violated the defendant's Sixth and
Fourteenth Amendment to a jury d r a m
from a cross-section of the community,
and under the Fourteenth Amendment
to equal protection of the laws. Without expressly ruling on the defendant's
request for a hearing, the trial judge
denied the motion, observing that both
counsel were entitled to "strike anybody they wanted to" when they used
their peremptory challenges. On appeal, theKentucky Supreme Court relying on Swain u. Alnbama, 380 US. 202,
affimled the trial court's decision.
The United States Supreme Court
then reversed the Kentucky Supreme
Court and held that the prosecutor's use
of peremptory challenges to exclude
potential jurois solely on the basis of
race violated the defendant's right to
equal protection. The U.S. Supreme
Couit expressed n o view on the
defendant's Sixth Amendment
arguments. Batson u. Kaltttcky, 476
U.S. 79, 84 n. 4 (1986).
B. Batson Requirements
1. ObjectLon
The Courts, in interpreting Bafson,
have required thata timely and specific
objection be made by the accused.
a. Timely Objection
A Batson objection is considered
timely if raised after the strikes have
been made but prior to the jury being
sworn a v d the remaining venire
excused. Hill u. Sate, No. 05-88-01234
(Dallas, January 18, 1990) (published);
Hemy u. State, 729 S.W.2d 732, 737
(Tex. Crim. App. 1987).
b. Spec~ficObjection
Texas courts have ~ e q u i ~ eBatson
d
objections to be specific in order to
appraise the trial court as well as the
appeals court of the nature of the
accused claim. For example, in Catley

u.State, No. B14-86-077-CR(Tex. App.Houston [14thDist.l2/26/87), the Court
of Appeals held that an objection
phrased in terms of the accused's right
to a fair cross-section jury was not
equivalent of an objection based on the
Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection guarantees and therefore did not
preserve Batson-type error. Batson
was decided under the Fourteenth
Amendment, not theSixthAmendment.
2. Prima Facie Discrimination
In order to obtain a Batson type
hearing and a remedy, the accused
must adduce enough evidence for the
trial court to find that a prima facie case
of discrimination exists. A prima facie
case represents the minimum quantum
of evidence necessary to support a
ratlonal inference that the allegation of
fact is true. Williams v. State, 767
S.W.2d 872 (Tex. App.-Dallas 1989).
The accused must produce at least this
much evidence to avoid a finding that
the allegation is not true as a matter of
law. WiNiams,767 S.W.2d at 874. Once
produced, however, theallegationmust
be found true unless it is contradicted,
impeached, or rebutted by other evidence. In a Batson hearing such other
evidence mustinclude a racially neutial
explanation by the prosecuting attorney and must be legally adequate to
support a judgment in favor ofthe State.
It is still, however, the burden of the
accused to persuade the trial court by a
preponderance of the evidence that the
allegation of puiposeful disciimination
is in fact true. W/lliam,767 S.W.2d at
874.
We will now turn to the requirements
necessary to prove a prima facie case of
discrimination
a. General Requirements
To establish a prima facie case of
purposeful discrimination under Batson, the accused must show
i. That he is a member of a cognizable racial group;
ii That peremptoiy challenges have
been used to remove members of the
defendant's race from the jury; and
iii. That the facts and other relevant
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Ring Around the Collar
Bank Fraud, Etc.
by WilliamA. White, Amber Mdatdghlil$ Kathlyn Nmtet-Law Clerk
I. Introduction
Bank fraud in the United States has
gmwn phenomenally in the past eight
years. The number of bank fraud cases
investigated in the South Texas area
jumped from 112cases in 1985to 330 in
1987. At the same time, bank failures
have been increasing. From 1985
through 1989, 896 banks failed m this
country, 234 of which were in Texas,
and 664 savings and loans failed, 184 of
which were in Texas. Sabalos, "Bank
Fraud (Life Before and After FIRREA)",
p. 1 (1990) (citing Texas Banking Department, Texas Savings and Loan Department and Office of Thrift Supewision). Undoubtedly, prosecutions for
bank fraud will continue rising as well.
However, the Texas leal estate crash
of the 1380's and the economy's overall
slump make Texas bankers look worse
than they really are. The banking
industry went overboard in making
loans and conducting business during
the real estate boom. Regulators were
slow in deciding that this was a problem which should be dealt with severely. But now that the decision is
made, "a lot of people are going to go
to jail," says Bryon Sage, supervisory
specialagent for the Austin F.B.I. office.
PresidentBush'sFinancialInstitutions
Refoxms, Recovery and Enforcement
Act of 1989 CFIRREA] represents Congess' desi~eto appear to he solving the
financial institution aisis. The Act
increased criminal penalties to a maximum of 20 y e a s and $1,000,000 f~nc;
weakened the Right to Fmancial Privacy Act (bank enlployee is subject to
5 year penalty if he notiftes cusromer
that h i s h n k records are beingsubpoenaed hy the grand jury); cleated new
civil penalties of $1,000,000 (but if the
vi~lationswere continuing in name,
the court may impose a penalty not to
exceed$1,000,000perduyor
$5,000,000.
If the defendant derived a pecunialy
gain or loss, the C a r t may impose an
amount greater than $5,000,000, but
may not exceed the amount of the gain
to the defendant or loss to the financial
institution); designated a new bank
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fmud strike force; amended RICO ro
It. Federal Criminal Statutes
include bank fraud asa predicate RICO
A. Conspiracy to Commit Offense or
offense; created criminal and civil forto Ddraud United States
feitures for convictions of most conSection 371 of Title 1%States:
spiracies; and extended the s*atute of
If two or more persons conspire
limitations to 10 years (which applies
eitherto commit any offense against the
retroactively). Most of the new criminal
United States, or to defmud the United
and civil provisions are contained in
States, or any agency thereof in any
Title 12 of the United States Code.
manner or for any pulpme, and one or
For an in-depth discussion of the
more of such persons do any act to
above mentioned effects of FIRREAsee
effect the object of the conspiracy, each
James Sabolos' and Russell Oliver's
shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
article entitled "BankFraud (Life Before
imprisoned not mole than five years, or
and After FIRREA)" presented at the
both.
Criminal Defense l a n y e ~ Project
s
FedIf, however, the offense, the commiseral Criminal Iaw Seminar in South
sion of which is the object of the
Padre Island, Texas on May 17-18,
conspiracy, is a misdemeanor only, the
1990. Further, for a comprehensive
punishment for such conspiracy shall
treatment of bank fraud see, John K.
not exceed the maxinlum punishment
Villa's Bankina Crimes (19891. This
provided for such misdemeanor.
paper follows much of Mr. Villa's treatA conspiracy is a combination of two
ment of the subject which stands m this
or more persons by conce~tedaction to
author's opinion as the "Bible of Bank
accomplish some unlawful purpose, or
Fraud.
to accomplish some lawful purpose by
Three elements gene~xllycoalesce to
unlawful means. U~zitedStutesu. Booty,
cause the cotnnlission of "white collar"
621 F 2d 1291, 12976 t h Cir. 1980); U.S.
crime:
u. Romos, 600 F.2d 1104(5th Cir. 19793
1. Ready access to large sums of
cert. detzied 444 US. 1077.
money.
1. Elements
2. A desperate need for money.
The elements of conspiracy to com3. A way to ~ationalizetaking the
mit an offense are:
money.
1) that two or more persons made an
Naturally we all know that banke~s agreement to commit the fedem1 crime
have ready access to large sums of
charged in the indictment;
money. The question is-what mused
2) that the defendant knew the
the bankers to have a desperate need
purpose of the agreement and joined in
for money?
11 with the intent to further the illegal
one might speculate, and there is
purpose;
evidence to suggest, that the bankers,
3) that one of the conspspiratorsdu~ing
who loaned the real estate developers
the existence of the conspmcy knowmoney, and saw the developers prosingly committed at least one of the
per, investedand speculated in the real
overt actsdescribed in the indictment in
estate deals themselves.
order to accomplish some object or
When the boom went bust and the
purpose of the conspiracy.
real estate values collapsed, the invesThese elements ale found in the
tors, bankers included, were left to
I'roooosed Dmft Fifth Circuit Pattern lury
sewice the bank loans on leal estate
-(March
1989) at 73 which have
whose value had diminished well bebeen accepted andace m the process of
yond the loan amount. How some
publication. See also United Stutea u.
bankers got the money to invest is
WeiiitrduD,871 F.2d 1257(5th Cir. 1989).
where bank fraud has become the
2. Authority and Discussion
Focus of fedem1white collar bank fraud
From a defense standpoint, the p ~ o b mnvestigation.
lem with the conspiracy statute in bank
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fraud cases is that people can be involved, through msigniticantacts,which
nevertheless tie them to the conspiracy
even if they are unaware of all the
details of the conspiracy. UnitedStata
u. Allred, 867 F.2d 856, 872 (5th Cir.
1989). Once a conspjrator joins the
conspimy, he is liable for all acts
committed by his fellow conspirators,
including substantive offenses in which
hedoesnotparticipate. LhzitedStatesu.
i%o~wls, 768 8F.d 611 6 t h Cir. 1986)
(citing United Stata u. P i n h ~ i o n ,328
U.S. 640 (1946)).
In a recent Tenth Circuit case, it was
alleged that the four defendants conspired to defraud the First National
Bank of Sapulpa C'FNBS"). U~siled
States u. Eonnett, Bernard, Voigf a ~ l d
Dier&se?t,Cause No.87-CR-67E, CW.D.
OK 1988). Defendants Bomett, Bernard and Voigt, the former being the
major stockholder in the bank and the
latter two being oficers of the bank,
entered into an elaborate scheme to
defraud the bank involving several
nominee loans, unregistered lette~sof
credit, issuanceofcashiers checksupon
uncollected funds, and false entries in
the books and records of FNBS. During
this same time, B o ~ e t engaged
t
Dierksen, a 75-year-old man who was
totally unrelated to the bank and lived
several hundred miles from Sapulpa to
participate in a weak check kiting
scheme through FNBS. Eonnett's idea
ms that Dierksen would open bank
accounts with a couple of hundred
dollars at eleven different banks in
three different states and proceed to
write55 checks to Bonnett in anamount
totalling $3,273,000. Bonnett deposited these checks into his account at
FNBS and would pay each check off
nrith proceeds from the next Dierksen
check when it n"as returned to FNBS
d u e to insuficient funds. Dierksen had
n o knowledge of the other acts being
committed at FNBS by B o ~ e t t Ber,
nard and Voigt
The juiy found Dierksen guilty of
conspiracy despite the fact that his only
tie Nith the other frauds committed
upon FNBS was his kiting scheme
thcough FNBS Mth Bonnett. Uuited
States IJ. Bomzett, Bwnalz?, Voigl a n d
Bexksen, Cause No. 87-CR-67-E, (W.D.
OK 1988); see, U~zifesSmfeesu. Bomzef!,
877 F.2d 1450 (10th Cir. 1989).
In a conspiracy, hearsay statements
by a member of theconspimcy become
admissiblewhere a conspiracy is estab-

lished, the statement was made during
the course of and in furtherance of the
conspiracy, and the declarant and the
defendant are members of the conspiracy. FRE 801(dX2)2)(E);United States u.
Miliot, 804 F.2d 853,856 (5th Cir. 1986);
and United Stafes u. I;eukn, 816 F.2d
1032,1034(5th Cir. 1987). Courts have
been very striet in admitting this hearsay and require that the proponent
comply witheachelementset outabove.
The Supreme Court, in UnitedStates
u. Bourjaily, 483 US. 171, 107 S.Ct.
2775, 2781, 97 L.Ed.2d 144 (19871, rejected the James requirement that a
conspiracy be established by evidence
independent of the hearsay statement.
Bound only by the rules of privilege,
the trial judge may consider any evidence whatsoever, including the proffered hearsay statements, in determining whether the statements are admissible under the co-conspirator exception to the hearsay nile. Idat 2780. This
means that the Court may examine the
hearsay statement sought to be admitted when makihg the preliminary factual determination as to the existenceof
the conspiracy and defendant's participation in it. Id. at 2782.
In U~zitedStafesu.
Perez, 823 F.2d 854
( 5 ~ hCir. 19871,the Fifth Circuit followed
Bou~jailyin holding that the proffered
hearsay statement may be used in determining whether the hearsay declarant was the defendant's co-conspirator.
See also, Urrited States u GutieiYezChawz, 842 F.2d 77,81C5th Cir. 1988);
United States u. Getttry, 839 F.2d 1065,
1074 (5th Cir. 1988); United States u.
Ascarrimnz#838 F.2d 759, 762 (5th Cir.
19883, U~rifedStatesu. Cbase, 838 F.2d
743, 749 (5th Cir. 1988); and Ulrtted
Stam IJ. Valdez, 861 F.2d 427, 432 (5th
Cir. 1988) ce,.l. denied, - U.S. -, 109
S.Ct. 1539 (1989).
3. Mere Plesence vs. Deliberate
Ignorance
When prosecuting bank insiders, the
Government will attempt to establish
your client's "knowing" and "intentional" participation in the charged
offense(s). In response you may want
to utilize a "mete presence" defense
and argue that ".. . a pemon does not
become part of a conspilacy by k n w l edge that another is about to commit a
crime. . .". U~aitedStntesu.Johrfso~i,
334
F.Supp. 982 (W.D. IMO. 1971).
"Mere presence at the scene of an
event, even with knowledge that a
clime is being committed, or the mere

fact that certain persons may have associated nith each other, and may have
assembled together and' discussed
common aims and interests, does not
necessarily establish proof of the existence of a conspiracy." Pro~osedDraft
of Ffth Circuit Pattern l u v Charges,
(March 1989) at 73.
Be prepared, however, to vigorously
oppose the Government's efforts to
seek a "deliberate ignorance" instruction to overcome their lack of evidence
upon the elements of knowledge or
intent. Sabalos, "BankFraudCLiEeBefore
and After FIRREAY, supm at page 2 3
see Drobrzy u. Uizited States, 469 US.
1158 (1989, See a h , Uzrited States u.
DeVeau, 734 F.2d 1023, 1028 (5th Cir.
1984) ceut. denied469 US. 1158(1985).
The language in the Proposed Draft of
Fifth Circuit Pattern Turv Char~esstates
that "One may become a member of a
conspiracy without knowing all the
details of the unlawful scheme or the
identities of all the other alleged conspirators."
B. BankBribery
Section 40.538 of the United States
Attorneys' Manual (1988) sets forth the
Justice Department's policy in regards
to 18 U.S.C.§ 215:
Prosecutiue Policy W#/J Respect to
Indiuidual Cases
The purpose of 18 U.S.C. S 215 is to
deter the payment of bribes or gratuities to officials of financial institutions
and thereby protect the integrity of
such institutions and their transactions.
See %Rep. No. 98-225, at 375, 376
(1984). The bribery statute recognizes
that officers and employees of federally
insured or regulated institutions o w a
fiduciary duty of honest services to
their employer.
The accordance with section 215's
legislative purpose of protectingagainst
corruption in the banking and savings
and loan industry, it is the Department
of Justice's policy that cases prosecuted
under this plovision entail breaches of
fiducia~yduty or dishonest efforts to
undermine bank transactions. Because
section 215 is intended to reach acts of
corruption in the banking industry, it
shouW not be used to prosecute inconsequential conduct. For example, in
the banking industry as in other industries, situations can arise that involve
insignificant gift giving or entelaining
that plainly d o not involve a breach of
Conti#zuedon page 36
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Perry Mason Had Paul Drake
And You're Stuck With Deputy Dog!
by DouglasJ. Scbt~lz
Lawyels may think that Perry Mason
emulated the ideal lawyer, while investigators prefer to give much of the credit
for Perry's winning ways to Paul Drake,
his loyal investigator. Either way we
can all learnsomething fron~
the special
relationship that Perry and Paul had
even if it was play acting. The primary
reason a person hires an investigator is
to gain facts both favorable and unfavorable about a sinlation ripe for litigation, pending litigation or a key business decision. In addition, an investigator will facilitate your decision making
on routine concerns. Do the facts of the
case as the client explains then1warrant
your taking the case, especially on
contingency? Should you risk millions
of dollars on a deal when you do not
know all the key players' backg~ounds
thorougldy? Who are these people
listed as "people with knowledge of
relevant facts"? Do you have time to
contact all of them and what are the
risks if you don't? Do you trust your
paralegal to handle the investigation
needs on this case? Can you justify
billing your client at your rate for doing
investigative work which you can hile
an investigator to do f o ~one-third the
cost? A favorite quote of mine is that
anyone, not just lawyers, hire good
investigators when they have ques-

tions andcannotaffordnotto know
the answers1
Why Use Investigators
What is your most valuable comtnodity? Surely, your time would rank high
on thelist. The reason 1s tkdt its scarcity
increases its value. How many times
have key questions gone unanswered,
facts und~sclosed,and interviews undone or worse yet, hunied at the last
minutedue to time const~aints?You ale
among the many if there's comfort in
numbers.
The legal and business community of
the nineties is posing new questions
concelning the use of investigatols. A
popular trend is businessmen and
lawyers hiling investigato~sto investigate the potentral new client and the
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facts prior to making a deal or taking or
a case. Where deals are made, "dul
diligence"has typically been performel
by investment bankers, M &A lawyer5
and venture capitalists. Now, thos~
entmsted with the responsibility fo
ensuring success of the deal are hirin:
investigators to perform extensive dul
diligence. Millions of doUars and thou
sands of wasted man hours have beer
saved by an investigator's work. Thl
investigator also serves as a mbbe
stamp that "due diligence" has beer
performed, a wonderful defense in liti
gation.
The many uses for investigators goe
wen beyond the traditional fact finder
As is the case with lawyers, the range o
expeitise is wide, and there are maw
types and styles of investigators. Re
cently, the author was employed 4
t
prove that a certain city was an undesir
able location to raise children. Investi
gators can be used not only tointerviev
witnesses but maintain a relationshi1
with key witnesses. This liaison war1
can keep fi-iendiy witnesses friendl:
and prevent ambivalentwitnesses fron
souring.
Private investigators wear a numbe
of hats during their careers, and thost
hats change depending on the scopt
and nature of the assignments. Thl
following words describe a typica
investigator and may help you deter
~~
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mine when to utilize their services.
ACTOR, ANALYZER, COMMUNICATOR, DISCERNER, DESCRIBER, DETECTIVE, EXAMINER, EXPERT WITNESS, EXPLORER, INTERROGATOR,
GATHERER, LIAISON, LISTENER,
OBSERVER, PHOTOGRAPHER, RESEARCHER, STRATEGIST SURVEILLANT, VERIFIER, \VlTNESS
Iaw schools and law firms do not
teach lawyers how to conduct investigations, and most agree this is not their
job. The mark of a gteat attorney is
knowing what questions to ask. The
mark of a great investigator is answering those questions. A n investigator is
one who, through patient mquiry,
observation, examination, care and
accuiacy, obtains informationonwhich
reliable decisions may be made. Of
course, you want to win your case and
experience all the accouterments of
victory. Think of an investigator as one
who can only increase the odds of
success, rather than one who's out to
steal your thunder. Successful lawyers
have leamed that managing a team is
not only efficient but the winning formula.
The investigator can be a valuable
tool in development of the lawyerciient elations ship When you are tied
up in other matters which appear to the
ciient that you have lowered him on
yourprioritylist, the investigator can fill
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this void with work product and client
contact. If you cut fact h d i n g cost by
one third by using an investigator you
have saved your client money a d for
the same amount of money you can
obtain three times more information.
This approach keeps clients happy and
attracts new business.
Stop using your paralegals and legal
assistants to be investigators. These
individuals are not trained in investigation. As a result, many are uncornfortable using ruses and pretexts that are a
Way of life for investigato~s.Also, your
employees can be traced back to you.
Liability exposure is greater for paralegals and legal assistants as opposed to
contracted, licensed, and bonded investigators.
Some lawyers are nervous that an
investigator who has obtained facts
through pretexts or ruses witllosecredibility on the stand. Allow your investigator to educated the jury that pretexts
andimes are legal, frequentlyused and
an accepted method of ferreting out the
truth. One of my numerous ruses is
posing as a rodent or insect exterminator working on a neighborhood problem. This ruse has allowed me access
to homes and garages for general observation purposes, and to look for
stolen merchandise. If you have never
used an investigator or have been disappointed with previous results, try
using some of the guidelines in this
article.
Choosing an Investigator
As in any profession, there are investigators of questionable quality in the
market place. Start by determimng: the
type of investigative work you require,
the type of person with whom you feel
comfortablewoiking, special expertise
that may be necessary, how much
ongoing work you can offer, what you
are willing to pay, and yourp~eferences
on billing dates, ~eportformat,and cost
containment. Much IS dependent on
your style and needs. Make sure that
your investigator can do what you
want. An example of a poor match is
hiring an ex-patrolman turned investigator to conduct complicated financial
reseasch.
Next, meet face to face with all the
candidates. It is best to stay relatively
local, and if you need out-of-town
work, send yours. If you cannot justify
travel costs, let your investigator negotiate for needs with an out-of-town
investigator. Your investigatorcan both

minunize cost and demand the quality
and style you are accusromed to a1
home.
Only consider licensed investigators.
In many states, a license ensures that
the investigator is bonded and insured.
Although this is no guarantee of quality,
it ill set midmum requirements and
may prevent questions later. Don't be
impressed by people who have attended "Private Investigation Trainfng
Schools," as the quality and type of
training in these organizations is usually subpar. Preference should be given
to hiring oneman operations. When
work is turned over to subordinates,
the workmanship and responsiveness
suffer, and the ongoing close relationship you desire becomes almost imposs~ble
to attain. The type of relationship
you plan on building with your investigator will determine the type of person you hire. If you need a process
server, gofer, orsurveillanceman, there
are plenty of these in the phone book
at extremely palatable prices. On the
other band, if you want a person who
can take on responsibility, lessen your
load, offer advice, and be a team player
in solving problems and winning cases,
you must be wlling to invest some
time. Perry Mason had Paul Drake;
why should you settle for any less?
Building a Productive Team
A well greased lawyer/investigator
team is an impressive machine. If you
are not there yet, here are some tips to
follow. If at a11 possible involve your
investigator in a case from the outset
and flood him with as much detail
about the case, your plan of attack, and
your opinions as time permits. Have
him read the pertinent pleadings, discovery, responses, and depositions. He
will feel a part d the team, and desire
to win for the team. You will save
money in the long nm by keeping your
investigator attuned to the issues and
you will probably benefit from his
helpful advice. Make your investigator
aware of important deadlines. If you
have doled out several assignments, be
sure you prioritize. Have a clear understanding of whether you wmt written
reports, when they are due, their desired format and approximate Length.
Clarify whether the investigation ot
research is to be kept a secret, and
emphasize the importance of secrecy
over information. Be sure to mention
all "HOT" topics or individuals. A very
nasty situation arose once where an

attorney failed to tell me that a key
witness had already been contacted by
his assistant with disastrous results.
Discuss your budget for the case in
terms of hours and dollars and inquire
into the investigator's cost estimates
and his basis. Maintain a system for
monitoring progress and cost so that
the lawyer, client, and investigator feel
comfortable and there are no surprises.
Until you have built a relationship with
an investigator, it is best to pay a
deposit when requesting work on a
new case. Always pay your investigator
promptly. Never should thestatus of a
case or your client's payment delinquency interfere with this poky. When
discussinginvestigativedetailsof a case,
both give and take advice as to how
things should be carried out. Create a
good line of communication between
your assistant and the investigator, and
both d l respect each other's responsibilities.
You will usually be required to identify your investigator as a person with
knowledge of relevant facts, but as long
as he is not going to testify in any
capacity as an expert witness, his work
product is protected fromdiscovery. As
a precautiona~ymeasure, you may inform your investigatorearly on that you
want all reports to be only verbal until
you instmct otherwise. Do not hesitate
to use your investigator as an expert
witness if qualifications are met.
There are a number of vehicles an
investigator may use when he is taking
statements or interviewing witnesses
on your behalf. From an evidentiary
standpoint, written, signed, notarized,
and taped statements all have aboutthe
same validity in court. The author has
a strong preference for telephone and
personal taped statements for use in
trial and a typed summaly of key points
for the lawyer. Telephone taped statements are useful because unauthorized
taping by investigators is both legaland
ethical. It is amazing what people will
say if they do not think that you are
paymg much attention to the detail that
tapingallows. Also, impeachment with
raped statements has much more of an
impact in trial than impeachment with
written statements. Considering that
written statements are not word for
word and not in the witness's handwriting, you run the risk of the witness
disavowing the statement by claims
that the words were taken out of conContinued on page 15
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Bloodstain Pattern Interpretation
(The Difference Between Gullt or Innocence)
Triallawyersoftenfacea difflwlt task
of trying to prove the innocence of their
clients. Sometimestriallawyers have to
resort to the samemeansof expertise as
the distrlct attorneys. All too often
expetts testify to what they think the
trial lawyers want to hear. In some
fields offorensic science this is possible
the expert in
to do without puttieopady of committing perjury.
A new field of forensic sckence that
has begun to receive recognition in the
field of death investigation eliminates
the chance of perjury being committed.
This science, "BLOODSTAIN PA?TERN
INTERPRETATION," has not only
provm brfore a jury that the defendants did actually commit the offense
they are chmged M h , but a h through
Its unique method$ has shown that
some defendants did not commit the
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crime they are accused of committing.
Bloodstainpatterninterpretation uses
the existing bloodstain patterns found
in crimes of violence but allows a
trained investigator to reconstcuct the
shedding of the blood. Through the
recognition of the stains found in the
cdme scene someone trained in this
field can answer numerous questions
concerning the occurrence of events,
For example, by studying the size
and shape of the bloodstains and the
manner of dist~ibutionof the stains,
severaI facts as to the occurrences can
be found. Answers to questions that
previously were left unanswe~edcan
now be formulated.
1. What was the distance between the
bloodstainsand the origin at the time of
the bloodshed.
2. What were the type and directions of
the impact that produced these particular stains.
3. Where was the victim at the time of
the bloodshed.
4. Was there movement after bloodshed.
5. Bow many blows were stmcWshots
fired.
Bloodstain pattem interpretationcan
he used to confhn or refute statements
by suspectsor witnesses. These are just
a few of the questions that can be
answered through this procedure. By
bem~
able to identify a wide variety of

bloodstains, and identifying the source,
a deterinination a n be made as to the
conditions that were required to produce specific bloodstain patterns.
Bloodsfainpattem interpretationwas
first introduced into the U.S, court system in 1955by Dr. Paul L. Kirk, a noted
pathologist from the Unive~ityof Califomia, in the Dr. Samuel Sheppard
case. [State of Ohio v. Sheppard;).
Examination of case by Dr. Kirk revealed an inconsistency in the statements with the positions and corresponding locations of the bloodstains.
Dr. Kirk was able to show through the
interpretation of the bloodstains that
the assailant was lefthanded. Dr. )tpard was righthanded.
In 1969 Herbert L. McDonell began
studies ofbloodstainpatterns. Under a
grant supplied by the L.E.A.A., Herbert
McDonell k s t published '"The Flight
Chumcttn~ticsof B~oodstains". Herbert McDonell's first publication began
to inmase the value d the study of
blwdstains and the science behind
them. Dr. Kirk in 1957 had sated that
blood was a neglected sdence that
needed further evaluation. Since the
early 70's others have genemted new
studies in this feld. A wor1dwide
0rg;tnization was created for those
devoted to these studies.
Blood is a viscous fluid-it is thicker
and more adhesive than water. Water
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is considered to have a viscosity of 1.
The viscosity of blood, by comparison,
ranges from4.5 to 5.5. This means that
it flows 4-1/2 to 5 4 2 times more slowly
than water. The adhesive quality of
blood, or its stickiness, may be felt by
touching it. Blood constitutes about 8
percent of the total body weight. An
average sized man or woman has two
pints of blood per 25 lbs. This was
previously computed as an average
man has 5 to G liters, and an average
sized woman has 4 to 5 liters.
When acted upon by some form of
form, blood will react the same way
each time this force is applied. Blood
will not change unless some outside
force causes it to change. A single drop
of human blood when dropped from a
given height will reach a terminal velocity of 25.lf feet per second. Medium
velocity impact stains have a velocity
greater than the established free falling
velocity. The velocity of MVIS is greater
than 25.1+_but less than 100 feet per
second. High velocity impact stains
have been found to travel at a velocity
of 100 feet per second or greater.
Mediumvelocity impact stains(MVIS)
are the result of blunt trauma. Whenan
individual receives a blow to an area of
the body, such as the head, blood
begins to flow. When the individual is
struck a second time the blood is then
spattered. The size of the bloodstains
created by such forcegenerallyrange in
size from lmm and larger. This measurement is taken of the diameter of the
stain. From stains such as the MVIS
several points san be observed, the
number of blows struck, the position of
the victimlassailant, whether the assailant was lefthanded, or righthanded
etc..
High velocity impact stains (HVIS)
are the result of a high velocity impact,
associatedwithgunshotwounds.These
stains will be found the majority of
times with gunshot wounds, and on
occasion have been seen in traffic fatalities. HVIS stains are generally lmm
in size and smaller, although larger
stainsare found in some instances. The
HVIS stains have a mist-lie appearance
Target surface is another key factor
that can alter the size and shape of
bloodstains. A single drop of human
blood dripped onto a piece of smooth
cardboard or glass will have a round
diameter 0 0 degtees) with a sn~ooth
outer edge. A single drop of human
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blood falling 90 degrees onto a piece of
newspaper will have a sunburst appearance to it. This can readily be
demonstratedby dropping a single drop
of blood on these items to see that
surface texture can distort the shape of
a drop of blood. The drop of blood on
the glass or smooth cardboardwill have
a much smoother outer edge. The
distance a drop of blood travels, up to
a certain degree, the amount of force
propelling this drop of blood and the
type of surface the drop strikes all affect
the size and shape of the bloodstain.
Bloodstains follow the same basic
laws of physics that apply to ballistics.
The blood is propelled by force as is a
bullet. The blood follows a given
trajectory and the same lam of gravity
that apply to Ln~lletsfired from a gun.
In having studied bloodstain pattern
interpretation and the laws and science
of exterior and terminal ballistics an
extremely close relationship has been
discovered between the way bloodstains react when acted upon by some
force, and the way a bullet reacts when
fired from a gun.
Case History I
The defendant and his wife were at a
party. Both had been drinking quite
heavily. According to family and friends
there had been family-related violence
between the husband and the wife in
the past. The husband and the wife got
into a violent argument. Several of the
witnesses reported hearing the h u s
band tell the victim he should have
kflled her a long time ago. After the
argumentsubsided the situationseemed
to calm itself. Several hours later the
victim and her husband left the party to
go home.
A little w h i i later the defendant
called the location of the oartv. He told
a close friend that as h i 4 s driving
home the argument started again. The
victim became upset andshot herself in
the head. The defendant was confused
and requested help from the friends at
the party. Members of the party called
for E.M.S. and several others went to
the convenience store to assist the
defendant. The witnesses stated when
they arrived the victim was found
slumped over in the passenger seat
with her head resting against the passenger door. The defendant was seated
on the curb by rhe car.
The suspect had blood on hiis clothing and his hands. He told the winesses they began arguing shortly after

leaving the party. He toldthe witnesses
she stated she would just kill herself to
end all of their problems. He told the
witnesses she got the gun from the
glove compartment and put the gun to
her mouth and pulled the trigger. The
defendant stated he was so drunk he
did not realize what was happening
until it was too late. He stated she
collapsed on him and he pushed her to
the other side of the car. He saw the
store and stopped. He checked forvital
signs and when there were none he
called his friends for help. The defendant was arrested for murder.
A reconstruction of events illustrated
that what the defendant said was true.
The victim sustained a gunshot wound
to the mouth area, with a partial exit at
the top of the head. A pattern of
bloodstaining on the roof of the carwas
consistent with the fact the victim had
been shot while on the passenger side
of the car. The directionality of the
stains on the roof of the car placed the
victim in a slightly canted position facing in a direction towards the driver's
side of the car. By establishing her
positionat the time of theshooting, she
was in line with the steering wheel,
dlrectly facing towards the driver's side
of the car.
Her position in facing towards the
driver's side of the car placed the entrance wound in line with the steering
wheel. She was not facing directly
towards the defendant. Bloodstains
found on the passenger door of the car
and along the inside back window and
back upper deck area indicated the
passenger window was down and was
consistent with the car moving and the
air flow through the open window
blew the smaller bloodstains back to
the rear of the car.
Bloodstains found on the defendant's
shirt sleeve and his right hand were
indications that his right hand and arm
were resting on the console at the time
of the bloodshed and could not have
been holding the gun. During the
examining trial all the information was
brought before the courtand all charges
against him were dismissed.
Case History I1
The defendant cded 911 and stated
her husband had just shot himself.
When the ofFicers arrived at the scene
the victim was lying face down on the
bed; there was a large caliber pistol on

Co~jti~zued
on page 26
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Specially Requested Instructions
Do Make a Difference
Where an applicationfor probation is
filed, and your client is subsequently
found guilty by the jury, the court's
charge would normally include all the
conditions of probation. At least, this
has been the practice in the Dallas
District Courts. The Court of Appeals
for the 14th District, in Brass u. State,
643 S.W. 2nd 443, has held that where
a proper request is made, the court's
charge on punishment should enumerate all the statutory terms and conditions of probation. The Court of Criminal Appeals has labeled this a good
practice, but no case directly .in point
has been found. In the Brass case, it
was held to be error not to include the
conditions, but the error was harmless
in light of the fact that a 20-year sentence was imposed, double the amount
of time which could be probated. In a
similar situation, in Higginbofhant v.
State769 S.W. 2nd 265, a sentence of 50
yean was imposed, and any error was
also found to be harmless.
Acase tried in the283rd District Court
recently illustrated how this instruction
might benefit the defendant. The defendant was found guilty of indecency
with a child, and the evidence indicated
that the child was in need of psychological counseling. Defendant was not
indigent, in fact, he was on bond and

had retained counsel. Although he had
lost a good job after his indictment, he
testfied that he had never had any
difficulty finding employment, and if
given probation, would be able to work
and pay any required fees imposed by
the court. Counsel then requested that
the court's charge be amended to include a charge under 42.12, sec. 11,
(18) O.,
to-wit:
"If the coua grants probation to a
person convicted of an offense under
Section 21.11, 22.011, 22.021, or 22.04
PC, the court may, on a finding that the
probationer is fmncially able to make
payment, require the probationer to
pay all or a pan of the reasonable and
necessary costs incurred by the victim
for psychological counseling made
necessary by the offense or for counseling and education relating to acquired
immune defidency syndrome or human imrnunodeficiencv virus made
necessary by the offense. Any payments ordered under this subsection
may not extend past one year from the
date of the order."
The court's charge already included
conditions of probation in existence
prior to 1989,but hadnot beenupdated
prior to this case to include recent
amendments to Art, 42.12.
Counsel's requested charge was in-

Perry Mason

Forms you from lawyer to witness and
may disqualify you from representing
your client. Your legal assistants and
paralegals, as you d k c t employees,
may also disqualify you. Your investicator, however, may be called to the
%andwithout incident to impeach the
~nsuspectingwitness.
Can lawyers and businessmen really
ind an investigator to accomplish all
hese great feats, help win cases, and
save the client money? Yes, with a little
uork and forethought. Can the invesigator do it as fast as Paul Drake did for
'erry Mason? Probably not. Your
nvestigator will not have the luxury of
:on~mercialbreaks, not to mention a
3eek at the script..

Continuedfrom page 12
text or written down wrong. If you
must have something to show the jury,
have your taped statement typed up. A
taped statement, along with the investigator who was half the conversation,
is a great asset in GOUT.
Use your investigator in trial to impeach witnesses. Suppose you have
interviewed a witness and know his
version of the facts, but on the stand his
testimony changes! Who is gomg to
impeach this witness with his prior
inconsistent statement? As a practical
matter, you the lawyer cannot, because
your impeachment of the witness trans-
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cluded in the court's cha~ge,and the
defendant subsequently received a
probated sentence from the jury. After
the verdict was received the jury indicated thatprior tothe punishmentcharge
and arguments by counsel, most
Continued onpage 32
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SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS REPORT

I

Editar: Catherine Greene Burneti
Patrick Curtis
HAVARD, No.
69,518
D's M/
Rehearing; Capital Murder Conviction Reversed
O p i n i o n by
Judge
Miller;
Judge Davis Not
Participating:
Judges White and
Stums Concur in
Result;Judge Berc h e l m a n n Dissents, September
19. 1990.

Qholding that evidencedidnot raise lesser included offense

of voluntary manslaughter; (2) holding the only evidence
relevant to whether voluntary manslaughter \yas raised was
Ws testimony he believed C/W had B i d at him, and (3)
holding that provocation to support a voluntary manslaughter charge "must derive" from deceased.
PROWCA11TIN NUSING PROM SQIMEONE OTHER 7HAN
DECEASED TCA erred m o n i g i l opinion by stating pmvocationmust arise from deceased. Under the express language
of Section 19.04, PC,prowcation to support a claim of
sudden passion can derive from someone other than the
deceased- the only limitationis that thesecond personmust
be someone "acting with" the deceased. Two prior TCA
decisions relied on by cou~tin original submission were
factually distinguishable because evidence had shown a
confrontation only between D and W.
EVIDENCE OTiYER B%N D'S iTSTMONY: TCA agrees
LESS%
ENwith D that security officers (A and IE) were acting "in
CLUDED OEWENSE - VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTBR
conjunction" with C/W. Thns, evidence concerning their
AND CAPITAL MUBDER -PACTS SUFPICIBNT TO SUPactions could also be considered when deciding if the Issue
POBTJURY CHARGES D's capital murder conviction was
originallyaffirmed inJune, 1989. In D's motion far rel~earing, of voluntary manslaughter was raised.
SUFFCENCY OF EVIDENCE TO SUPPOUT CLMf: Two
he attacked three points concerning the lesser offense issue.
prongs must be met to determine if a jury must be charged
Each of these interrelated points will be discussed in hlrn.
on a lesser included offense: (1) the LM3 must be included
PACE: D was convicted of killing C/W, a peace officer
withi the proof necessary to establish the offense charged;
acting in the lawful discharge of a n official duty. The events
(2) there must he some evidence in theremrd that D, if guilty,
leading to the shootingstem from a family disturbance - D
is guilty only of the lesser offense. TCA finds D meets both
had been visiting the apartment of his estranged wife. Her
prongs here.
roommate (3called the police, and C/W and two private
"Logic dictates" that the fust prong of the test is easy to
security guards (A and B) arrived at the scene. Seculity guard
satisfy. TCA notes b t if all other conditions ae met, and if
B testified that he heard Y yelling for help, saw her running
there is some evidence of sudden pasdon in a particular ca&e,
toward the ofFtcers, and then saw D's wife approachingfrom
then voluntary manslaughter can be LIQ of either murder or
an alley between the two buildings.
of capital murder.
Y testified she saw D step from behiid a building, raise a
TCA also concluded that evidence here raised issue of
.22 caliber rifle to his shoulder, and point it at C/W. She
voluntary manslaughter. In making this determination,
shouted a warning and pointed in D's direction. C/W turned
reviewing court must look to all evidence presented at trial
toward D and shouted, "Freeze. Stop. Police. Drop your
- not solely whether D's tesiimony raise8 or negates LIO.
weapon." Y sawa flash from D's rifle and heard a shol; D fued
Imponamly, viewing court may not consider cfediility of
six shots.
A and B offer testimony substantially the same as Ys' - evidence or whether evidence is controverted Here the
evidence was sufficientbecause: D testified he went to wife's
wntlicting only on whether Y had shouted a warning. Both
apartment to get infonnation about income tax Forms; they
security officers agreed that OPB ordered D to freeze and
began atguingwhenshewouldnot let him to spend thenight:
drop his weapon but did not announce that he was a police
D felt emotionally hurt and angry; the wife "produced" the
officer. Security guard B nms later able to stop D.
ritle, which D took from her; D followed his wife from the
D testified in his own defense, adding that he was in an
apartment, and when he found her, raised the rifle and tried
agitatedmentalstateatthetime of the offense,that he thought
to took at her through the scope; D heard "freeze," saw his
he saw a flash from CfW's gun, which he believed was being
wife pushed to the ground by someone bigger than she, and
fired at him, and that he did not k n ~ wC/W was a police
saw a gun pointed directly toward him; he saw B standing
officer.
with C/W and thought B had a gun in his hand; D did not
On direct submission, TCA had held t h e e was no error in
failing to charge the jury on the lesser included offense of
know C/W was a police oEcer and did not hear him yell,
"Police"; when 4 began to lower his rifle (afw hearing
voluntary manslaughter, lessoning that it had not been raised
"Freeze'?, he saw two mm quickly approach him with guns
by the evidence. The rationale on original submidion was
and thought someone was shooting at him; entim Incident
that there was: insufficient evidence of"sudden passion." On
lasted only about ten seconds.
dehearing, D claimed error 6ntthree interrelated grounds:

-
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This case is not like prior decisions of TCA holding that a
mere claim of fear is not enough to establish the existence of
sudden passion arising from adequate cause. D's testimony
here shows he was emotionally hua and mad at the time he
raised his rine -he thought two men with drawn rifles were
shooting at him - and the events happened quickly. Jury
should have received charge on LIO of voluntary manslaughter.
**U*

J h m y JACKSON [CARTER], No. 69,612 -Capital Murder Conviction Afihned - Opinlon by Judge Teague;
Judge Berchelaann Concurs In Result; Judge Davis Not
Participating; Judge Clinton Joins Only Judgment of
Coua,DisagreeIngwithTreatment of ThreePohts with
Note; sep&nber i9,1990.
MURDER -AGE AND A CONSTrmTONAUTY
CHALLENGE: D was convicted on capital murder occurring
in the courseof a robberv of a taxicab driver. D was 17 at the
time of offense. He gave two statements to police, admitting
he pointed gun at CATS head and told him he was going to
rob him, and also stating that during a struggle over the gun,
C/w was shot.
At punishment stage, State proved other robberies of
taxicab drivers, including a nonfatal showing. State also
introduced D's prior burglary conviction and jail records
showing he had been transferred, and ultimately placed in
administrative segregation, because he fought with other
inmates and was considered a threat to the general jail
papulation. Additionally, State introduced evidence that D
threatened to kill one of the deputies tesrifying against him
at the punishment stage and that during trial D possessed a
handmade knife.
Relying on state and federal constitutional provisions, D
claimed Texas capital murder scheme was unconstitutional
because it applies to defendants aged 17 at the time of the
offense. As a matter of Federal law, D's claim was overruled
by TCA's reliance on Stmlford u. Ketmcky, 109 S. Ct. 2969
(19891, in which S/Ct held imposition of death penalty on
person 16or 17at time of commission ofoffensewasnot cruel
and unusual punishment under eighth amendment.
As a matter of Texas law, TCA "reaffrmed what had been
"at least implicit" in its past decisions -that individual above
the age of 17 at time of commission of capitalmurder may be
sentenced to death without offending const~tutionalprovisions c~~ncerning
cruel and unusual punishmcnt.
CAPITAI. PIJNISILMENT- AGE AND MITIW1'ION -NO
RIGHTTO SEPARATECHARGE: D challenged constitutionality of death penalty statute (Article 37.071, VACCPI because
it does not authorize consideration of D's yauthful age as
mitigating evidence. TCA rejected that claim.
Initially, TCA cited Pmrry, 109S. Ct. 2934 (19891, andnoted
that the mitigating factors there (mental retardationand child
abuse) were not present in Jackson's case.
TCA agreed that there was no express requirement within
the Texas Death Penalty Special Issue Statute providing for a
special instruction regarding D s youthful age as a mitigating
factor. However, TCA also found there was nothing within
the statute "that might prohibit the jury from considering" age
in answering Special issue 2. TCA declinecl "to engraft" onto
the statute the requirement that a special instruction, if
requested, should be given the jury regarding the defendant's
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youthFul age.
Comm Once again, the issue for capital defendantsin
Texas remains whether some special Penry -like mitigation
charge can be given the jury. The decision h a e does not
augur well for the fate of such a request. Apparently all that
defense counsel will be able to do is argue to the jury that
mitigating circummnces should he considered in answering
the special issues.
CAPITALMURDER-VOIR DIRE-IMPROPER F0RD.A.
TOTEXLVENIREMEN11-IATREHAElLITA'IXONWAS
NOT
GERMANB M "FUTURE DANGEROUSNESSw: D challenged ruling of t/c allowing D.A to ask venire men their
beliefs about the effects of rehabilitation in answering Special
Issue 2 <the future pmbabicity or future dangerousness
question). The tenor of D.A!s questions and statements was
that: "If I prove to you that Number 2 beyond a reasonable
doubt should be yes, and even though you have some doubt
about rehabilitatfon 01 mayhe you think 20 years down the
road he might be able to be rehabilitated, but before that 20
years m s up, t h e r e m i d be a probabilitythat the defendant
would commit criminal acts of violence, that would constitute
a continuing threat to society, you would have to answer it
yes."
TCA agreed that rehabilitation is "obviously"a proper consideration under Special Issue 2. D.A.'s discussion nas misstatement of law because it limited jurors' discretion in
evaluatingwhat the jury considered to be "a continuing threat
to society."
However, TCA heid e m r here was harmless. "Understandably" under the facts, D's attorney made no specific
mention of Special Issue 2 in connection wtth rehabilitation.
There was no evidence or suggestion of rehabilitation in the
record. TCA rejected D's claim that there was mitigating
evidence because murder involved overtones of provocation
and D was youthful offender with prior record only for
burglary. That evidence did not go to rehabilitation.
CAPI'IAI. MURDER -JURY SELECTION
IMPROPER
TRIALJUDGETODISCUSSPAROLELAW.D challenged for
cause a venireman to whom t/c explained the law OF parole
eligibility. That challenge was overruled.
TCA did not approve of Vc's explanation to the venireman
about parole law and cautioned that it "should not reoccur in
capital murder cases." However, under the facts, venireperson 00 was not subject to a challenge for cause because X
also st;~tcdhc would follow the 1;1w:and not wnsidcr pitr~l~'.
CAPITAL MURDER- PUNlSlIMENT- 1All. DEPUTY AS
"EXPERTT: D claimed t/c erred in all&ng jail deputy to
testify about his opinion that D would be a continuing threat
to society. TCA overruled that challenge.
Depur).(M)testified that, based on his observations of D
and M's experience as classification deputy, he thought D
would commit acts of violence that would be a continuing
threat to society. Through D's questioning, facts developed
that M personally saw D only three times. However, M
reviewed jail records and was the object of D's threat to kill
M after he testified during the trial.
TCA rejects D's claim that M's testimony invaded the
province of the jury because M was not an expert on the
punishment issue of futuredangerousness. When lay witness
is shown to be competent to testify, opinion testimony about
Special Issue 2 is admissible. Cass, 676 S.W.2d 589 CTCA
1384). Here, despite fact M had not known D for yeas, he

-
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had sufficient basis on which to state his opinion about D?
future dangerousness - M's particular employment in the
opacity "in which he developed afamiliarity" with D overthr
course of several months. Lastly, TCA notes that competence
to predict future dangerousness goes to wght rather thar
admissibil~&of evidence.
tM**

Gene A m y JONES, No. 003&87 - On D's and State's
pDas -Opfnlon by Judge white; Dissenting Opinlon
by Judge T e a m Judges Clintan, Miller and Sturns
Dlssent; September 26,1990.
ENHANCEMENT-DWI-PBNALCODESEC.
12-42MAY
BE USED TO ENHANCE FELONY DWIt D was convicted
of his third DWI offense. Punishment was enhanced under
P.C. Sec. 12.42(d). D unsuccessfully argued that his 25year
sentence exceeded the maximum. D's argqrnent was based
on his claim that See. 12.42(G applies only to offenses
enumerated as felonies within the Penal Code -and not ta
a felony DWI. TCA disagreed.
Majority concluded that because third offense DWI carries
penitentiary time as a possible felony, it can be considered a
third-degree felony under Sec. 12.41, P.C. Thus, it is subject
to enhancement by proof of h o prior felony convictions
under 12.42(d).
TCArelied on its decision earlier this year in Childm, 784
S.W.2d361 VCA lW),which held that the felony offense of
failure to s o p and render aid (Art. 6701d, Secs. 38 and 40,
V.A.C.S.) could properly be enhanced under the Penal Code
provisions of 12.42.
APPELIATEPROCBDURE-NOTICE OFAPPEAL-TRAP
40 IS RESTRIGllVE RULE REGULATING EXTENT OP
GROUNDS THAT CANBEAPPEALED: St also sought PDR,
arguing that C/A was wrong in holding TRAP 83 allowed D
to appeal the overruling of his motion to quash indictment.
Basically, the issue here is how much disuetion an appellate
reviewing court has to m e t defects in notice of appeal.
E A I . BACKGROUND: Written notice of appeal is controlled by TRAP 40(b)(l). Conoeming notice of appeal
following a guilty plea, that rule provides "the notice shall
state that the trial court granted permission to appeal or shall
specify that those matters were raised on written motion."
Without such a statement, appeal following a plea of guilty
islimited to jurisdictional defects by the express provisions of
the rule.
Rule 83 TRAP) states that a judgment shall not be affirmed
or reversed or an appeal dismissed "for defects or irregularities . . . either of form or substance, without allowing a
reasonable time to correct or amend . .
FAC7X Pursuant to plea bargain, D pled guilty on 9/8/88.
Five days later, hegave notice of appeal. That notice did not
comply with requirements of Rule 40fb)Cl)because it did not
state that t/c gave permission to appeal or set out that the
matters to be appealed were raised on written motion.
Rather, the notice of appeal here said merely, "Now comes
. and hereby gives notice of appeal in the above case,"
followed by a statement of indiiency.
D.A. sent certified copy of its response to D's brief on
10/26/88, pointing out the defect in D's written notice of
appeal. Two days later, I)filed an amended notice of appeal
which complied with Rule 40. (It specified the matters raised
in his pre-trial motion to quash the indictment and stated

. ."

. .

t/c granted him permission to appeal.) However, D filed no
request with C/A to file such an amended notice of appeal,
and he did not request an extension of time to do so. TRAP
41(b)C2). C/A construed Rule 83 to apply to correct a defect
in written notice of appeal and held that the appeal was
properly before it. Majority of TCA disagreed.
HELD. WA did obtain jurisdiction of the case when notice
ofappeal was filed. However, TCA disagreed withC/A about
the extent of D's right to appeal once he had fded his notice
and jurisdiction had been conferred to C/A. In other words,
D here would only be allowed to appeal jurisdictional
matters.
RAnONilLE: TCA views Rule 40(b)(l) as a restrictive rule
whichregulatesthe mtentof grounds onwhichDcanappeal.
How this regulation occurs is determined by the nature of the
notice of appeal filed by D. For example, to appeal only
jurisdictional issues, D files a notice of appeal such as was
fded originally in this case. If D wishes to extend the subject
matter of review, then he must comply with the specific
provisions of Rule 40(b)(l).
TCA rejected any reading of Rule 83 giving power to C/A
to permit D ro amend notice of appeal out of time. Thus, here
WA should not have entertained D's appeal of a nonjurisdictional matter (propriety of t/j's ruling on motion to
quash indictment); TRAP 83 cannot cure such a defect.
COltlMBN1:. This was a 5-4 decision. Somewhat troubling
is the court's handling of Evilrs 0. Lucey, 469 U.S. 387 (1985).
A broad reading of EM'm is that mistakes of appellate
pmedure made by counsel (such as timetable emrs, failure
to file particular designations, etc.) will not be placed at the
feet of D. Here the bottom line h o l d i i is that compliance
with Rule 41(b)(l) is necessary if D wants to avoid statutory
restrictions on his right to appeal. However, is a defect in
drafting the wording of the notice of appeal equivalent to the
ineffective assistance rendered in Eviffs? This is not a case
where D's attorney hiled to act at all - he merely acted
erroneously.
DISSENTlNG OPINION Judge Teague questions whether
the majority opinion repealed TRAP 2, which provides that
either TCA or C/A can, on its own motion, suspend any rule
of appellate procedure in a particular case. Judge Teague
reads the majority opinion as holding that the terms of Rule
40(bXl) are jurisdictional and, thus, any defect existingin the
xiginal notice of appeal cannot be cured under Rule 83.
ludge Teague argues for an interpretation of the requisitesof
notice of appeal (a preliminary determination whether it is
procedural or jurisdictional) to be based on whether any
notice of appealwasgivenina particular case. Thus, he urges
I case-bycase consideration. Here he finds the record
'perfectly clear" that all the trial level participants (t/j, D.A.,
D, D attorney) were satisfied D could appeal ruling of t/j on
D's motion to quash indictment.
JudgeTeague also notes that "attempting to take advantage
$ a 'technicality' in the law is not just reserved for defeniants."

*.**.

Hany M. ELOMARY, No. 1426.88 - On State's PDR O p W m by Judge Teague; Judges Miller and Campbell
Concur in Result;Judge Clinton Dissents; Judge Davis
Not Participating; September 26,1990.
C/A Reversed at 778 S.W.2d 909.
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SUPPICIENCY OF EVIDENCE- CRIMINAL MISCHIEF 'FAIR MAR=
VAIXJE" DOES NOT REQUIRE THAT
REPAIRS BEMADE: Factually, this case involved an altercation between two patrons of a car wash shop; it ended when
one patron drove into the other's car. On appeal was whether
the criminal mischief statute requires that damaged property
must actually be repaired in determining sufficiency of
evidence.
Two subsectionsofthecriminal mischief statute (Sec. 28.06
P.C.) speak to the issue of repairs. In subsection (a) there is
no requirement that damaged property must actually be
repaired. The provisions of that snbsectwn concern replacement costs. In contrast, subsection (b) speaks to repafrcosts
and conditions the "pecuniary loss" on the fair maket value.
However, TCA found implicit in subsection (bl that cost of
repair work is conditioned on what the fair market value of
the repair work might be. Although subsection (b) speaksof
the cost of repairing or restoring the damaged property, that
restoration or repair does not actually need to take place in
order for the factfinder to determine the amount li.e., the fair
market value).
PRAGTCE GUDE- CAiXVON1- In dicta, TCA distinguishes
between 1) an individual mereiy giving his opinion or
conclusion about what the amount of damages might be 2)
and an individual who is shown to be qualtfied to give an
expert opinion on fair marker value of the cost of repairs. A
witness who merely gives an "off the wall" lay opinion could
not sufficientlyestablish fair market value. In this case, either
evidence will be necessary. Here, in contrasf, D.A. introduced testimony from the victim's insurance adjustor, who
was shorn to be qualified to give an expert opinion about the
fair market value -what it was going to cost to repair CN's
Jaguar.
C/A opinions such as Sebree, 695 S.W.2d 303 (19851, which
hold that opinion testimony on the amount of damages,
without more, is insufficient to prove the cost of repair or
restoration, are not co~rect.The critical question now will be
whether the witness giving the opinion is qualified. If he is,
no fullher evidence need be introduced

*.***

David Bradley BILIS, No. 71,050 -Appeal from Denial
o f BaU-Opinion byJudge M c C o d c k ; Judge Davis Not
Participating; September 26,1990.
BAIL -DENIAL -WHEN TO BEGIN COUNTING SEVEN
CALENDARDAYS: The Texas constitution provides thatany
person accused of a felony less than capital who is on bail for
a prior felony may be denied bail if t/j issues an order "within
seven calendar clays subsequent to the time of incarceration
of the accused." Art. I, sec. IlCa). Theissue here is when to
stat counting those seven calendar days.
In a terse opinion, TCA found that "plain reading" of the
constitution indicates time should begin being counted on
the day aJer incarceration. In support, TCA relies on
Webster's Dictionary definition of "subsequent."
In order to cover all bases, TCA also finds that wen if
constitutional language was not sufficiently plain on its face,
the provision should be intelpreted "in light of the common
law." TCA then goes on to cite civil cases beginning in the
1930s;holding that w h e time
~ is to be computed from or after
a certain date, the designated day is excluded f m n the
computations unless a contrary intent is clearly manifested.
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TCA also cites TRAP 5 and the Texas Rules of civil Procedure
for support.
*.*I.

Kenneth Wayne THOMAS,No. 69,811 -Capital Murder
Cunviction Reversed -Opinion by Judge McCudcIr;
Judges Berchelmann and Sturns Not Participating;
October 3,1990.
JURORS - DISQUALIPICATION - FAILURE TO DISCLOSE PENDING CHARGE OR DEFERRED
ADJUDICATION: This capital murder conviction was reversed because t/jrefused to grantnew trial on allegation that
juror who actually served had been charged with two theft
offenses and was disqualified.
FACTS X served on D's jury. At the time she was an
probation (deferred adjudication) for third degree felony
theft. Additionally,shewas also underpending chargesatthe
same time for misdemeanor theft by check. Beforetrial, X did
not inform t/c of either the felony or misdemeanor charges:
however, she was a s k d during voir dire and in a jury
questionnaire if she had ever been "charged, arrested,
indicted or convicted" of any criminal offense.
Art. 35.16, V.A.C.C.P., and A n 35.19 provide no juror shalt
he impaneled when he has been convicted of theft or any
felony or is under indictment or legal accusation for theft or
any other felony. Thus, the juror in this case was absolufe[y
disqualrfiedbecause she was charged at the time with both
felony and misdemeanor thefts -legal accusations had been
filed in each case.
TCA rejected St's waiver argument in which D.A. faulted D
for not asking specific questions of X about the theft offenses.
The jury questionnaire filed here shows that X answered "no"
when asked if she had never been charged, arrested,indicted
or convicted of any criminal offense. Additionally, during
voir dire of the entire panel, t/c advised jury of this disqualification. TCA found D was justified in relying on these
questions when concluding X had not beencharged 4 t h any
offense. In an interesting aside, the unanimous court noted
that D.A. also apparently accepted the jury questionnaire as
"a valid indication of the nonexistence of pending charges"
because during individual voir dire of X,D.A. did not even
remotely broach the subject of theft, and both charges had
been Bled by the same D.A.'s office. TCA was "reluctant" to
find D had waived error on appeal because there was no
indication in the record that D knew of X's theft charges until
time of M h T - 'We are unwilling to say that Appellant has
waived error in this case when St is at least equally culpable
for there being elm in the record."
TCA also rejected D.A.'s argument that error m s harmless.
A showing of harm is necessary only if juror is subject to a
challenge for cause; however, the harm issue is "insignificant"
when the juror is absolirtely disqudi@d.
*s***

AndrewJackson DUCKElT,Jr., No. 330-88 -On State's
PDR- Opinion byJudge Davis; Judges Clinton, Berchelmann and Sturns Concur in Result; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Teague; October 10,1990.
EVIDENCE - EXPERT UNDER TRCE 702 - OKAY TO
ADMIT TESTIMONY ABOUT DYNAMICS OF INTRAPAMILY CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE: The issue in this case is the
interplay with new TRCE Rule 702 and prior case law
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decisions of TCA, notably Hopkins, 480 S.W.2d 212 (1972).
By narrowly constnring Hopkins, TCA finds a m y to reconcile its prior decisions with the now expanded scope of Rule
702 -it viewed the expert's testimony a s 'background" and
"rehabilitative" in nature ratherthan testimony embracing an
ultimate issue U.e., credibility).
PACTS: CiW was G1/2 at time of trial. She testified that
while she was in the bathroom, D (her uncle) entered,
removed her clothes, and rubbed hergenitalia with his hands
and penis. On cross-examination, D established that C/W
had testified differently on direct examination than she had
during her videotaped interview two years earlier. (NOTE:
Videotape was not admitted at trial; however, both St and D
made numerous references to C W s statements on the tape.
Much of exoert's trIal testimonvfocusedon these inconsistmcies.) ~ m b n gthe inconsistkncies developed by D: (1)
whether offense occurred on C/W's birthday; (2) whether C/
\V identified D or her step-father as the perpetrator; Q
whether D and C/W were partially clothed; (4)the nature of
the threat C'wring her neck" versus threats to burn her with
cigarettes and stab her with knife).
Additionally, CfWs mother testified for St. D was able to
bring out inconsistencies in mother's testimony when comp:iwd with 11i:it of UW' and original examining physiciiin's.
I.aslly, I ) cast douhl o n the crt:tlhility ut CAVaral her luotl~cr
through his cross-examination of the original examining
physician (Y). Y denied telling W s mother that the child
had been molested and testified he did not report the results
of his examination because he didnot believe CiW had been
sexually molested.
To "counter" this potentially damaging testimony, D.A.
called "expert" X,a ceaified social worker, whom the dissent
identifies as an investigator and social woiker employed by
Texas Department of Human Services; X was not a psychiitrist or psychologist. X identified approxinmtely six "elements" or "phases" occurring in nearly every child sewal
abuse case. After discussing each phase, Xthen applied those
abstmct elenlents to the particular faas of the case on trial,
over D's objection. X was present in court during the trial and
had heard the various witnesses testik, X had read the police
report; and X had viewed the videotaped intentiew, which
was not introduced at trial. Over D's objection that X's
testimony would invade the province of the jury and bolster
the St%witness, X was allowed to opine that he found every
elenlent to exist in this case. However, TCA noted that X was
not asked, and did not volunteer, his opinion about whether
C/W was telling the tiuth.
LEGAL BACKGROW: TRCE 702 provides:
"If scientiEc. technical. or other soecialized knowledee
" will
assist the tri& of fact 'to undei2and the evidence or to
detemline a fact in issue, the witness qualified as an expert
by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education may
testify thereto in the from of an opinion or othenvise."
Hopktfrs was decided before adoption of W E . There D
sought to introduce expert testimony foi impeachment
purposes against St's witness. T/j did not allow that testimony. TCA Found no abuse of discietion in the exclusion.
The rationale appeared to be that despite the fact psychiatric
infornmtion was not known by most jurors, there was still
sufftcient traditional impeachment evidence available to
affect the issue of ciedibiity.
I-IED: X's testimony admissible. Majority views Rufe 702

as codification of proposition that expert testimony, In order
to be admissible, must pass the threshold test that it concern
a subject "upon which the aid of an expert opinion will be of
assistance to the trier of fact!'
TBreshold Detef'rnincation for Eupert's Testinzony: If testimony is highly specialized or technical, "so as to be outside
the knowledge of the average layman," a threshold detennination of admissibility under 702 is necessary. TCA noted
growing number of jurisdictions that allow expert testimony
to explain behavioral characteristics of children who have
suffered sexual abuse, There appear to be at least three
approaches taken by other jufisdxtions: (1) allowing testimony even though there is a direct impact of bolstering
stemning ffom the description of behaviols usually found in
sexually abused children (e.g., Kansas, Wyoming, Hawaii,
Montana and Michigan); (2) allowing expeit testimony only
where expert gives opinion based on objective criteria with
which victim's particular behavionl characteristics may then
be compared - i.e., demonst~atinga pattern f8th Circuit,
Minnesota); (3) allmving expeit testimony for witness rehabilitative purposes only but not to directly qualify the
truthfulness of a particular witness (Maryland, Alaska, Delaware, Iowa, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Oregod. After a lengthy
discussion of these principles, TCA concludes it is "fairly
clear" most jurisdictions do not permit expen testimony
describingbehavioral characteristics seen in sexually abused
children as "substantive evidence" of abuse.
TCA then discusscxl the phenomenon of "syndrome evidence," noting that acceptance may be diffiult to prove. It
cautioned that where scientific value of syndrome evidence
is proven, "it must stdl be kept f i h l y inmind such evidence
is not a 'lest' for abuse." Instead, syndrome evidence assumes
the pwence of abuse; ~ t spuipose is then to explain the
victim's responses or reactions to it.
Testfor Adrnissibilityl Whether expert's testimony, if believed, will help an untrained trier of fact to understand the
evidence or determine a fact in issue. The evidence must be
otherwise admissible under general rules of relevancy in Art.
4. Burden on Opponetlt. Party opposing profkred evidence
must do two things under TRCE: (1) demonstrate negative
attributes of evidence; (2) show how these negative attributes
strbstamifllly ofttmigh probative value. TCA cautioned it
could not draw any bright line.
Nevertheless, majority identifed two themes prevalent
within the languageof Rule 702: (1)jurymust not be qualified
to intelligently and "to the best possible degree" determine
the particular issue without benefit of expert's specialized
knowledge; 12) clear meaning of the nrle must be observed.
In majority's view, Rule 702 does not broaden the common
law predicate to admissibility - expert testimany is admi*
sible to nM the jury, not s~rpplnrrtthe jury's decision
PRACZCEGU7DE In the absence of a bright line standard,
how does an advocate know if an issue is "within the
comprehension of jurors"? TCA offers this guideline: "When
the evidence is of such content as to be classified as
'speciakzed' within a particular discipline, a presumption
may be diawn that the evidence is not of common experience."
PRAC11CEGWDE- DEFENSESllMi'EGy1. TCAnoted here
that the record did not show the jury was "of such composition that the knowledge was elementary or commonplace."
Does that obseivation imply D could obviate that conclusion
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by covering the subJect matter in voir dire? In addition,
majority notes that future Ds may request the same opportunity to adduce expert testimony. Majority rejected an
argumentthatthis practice wouldlead to a counterproductive
"battle of experts."
Bokfering: Even though X's testimony was admissible
under Rule 702 both regarding his abstract (general) testimony and his opinion when applying syndrome elements to
the facts of the case, the question of bolstering stillremained.
TCA cautions that the specific rules of expert testimony (702
and 704) mccsr be read in conjunction with the general rules
concerningrelevance and pmbativevalue (Rules 401, et seq.)
Standards about bolstering a case or witness have not been
expanded by a passage of TRCE. T/c must weigh the effect
of the bolstering in terms of probative value against the
prejudicial effect of evidence. Here X's testimony was
significant because it was not adduced until after CNV had
been cross-examined and effectively impeached. The issues
on which CAV was impeached were directly related to X's
testimony. In determining the results of testimony (bolstering), reviewing court must refer to the colrtext in which the
testimony was allowed. HELD: T/c properly admitted X's
testimony under Rule 702. X's general testimony about the
syndrome of child sexual abusewas proper -it was relevant
and admissible because it was specialized information of
value inassisting the jury in understanding evidence about C/
\Vs conduct. However, TCA recognized that X's testimony
applying the ab~tractelements to the facts of the case
presented a "closer question.'' Undeniably, that part of his
testimony indirectly embraced rhe issue of C/W's credibility.
However, testimony which merely embraces an ultimate
issue is admissible under Rule 704.
NOTE: TCA advises that "situation would be dierent" if d
j had allowed X togive an opinion about whether he believed
CNV was telling the truth or whether he believed C/W could
be believed. In that case, testimony would cross the line of
~ s i s t h the
g jury and would operatero replace the jury as the
decision maker.
PRACnCE GUIDE - PROCFDUIE Rule 703 envisions
allowing expert to observe witness testify and giving expert
access to police repofl and videotape. Going even further,
TCA suggests that, in order to keep the expert's testimony
from deciding Gather than embracing) an ultimate issue
about a witness, "it would appear the better practice" not to
have the non-diagnostic expen personally examine the
alleged child abuse victim.
DISSEN7ZNG OPIMON Judge Teague reads majority opinion as allowing any snake oil salesnlan dtsguised as an expelt
witness to peddle his wares at tlial. He atracks both the
qualifications of X (focus~ngon his status as a "mere social
worker'? and his knowledge of an area which is "not without
controversy among health care professionals." Additionally,
he attacks the content of X's testimony, pointing to other
studies in the area which find as many as 12 distinct factols
present in the child sexual abuse syndrome phenomenon.
Judge Teague h i i i g h t s the dilemma facing D attorneys
throughout the state -common knowledge tells us that "any
time that you have a young child witness, simple clossexamination will disclose some inconsbtenc~es."Thus, D has
the "dubious decision" of either not cross-examining the child
or cross-examiningher, thus allowing D.A. to "pull its expeit
out of the hat to testify that each lnconststency the child gave
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is typical of a sexually abused child."
Concerning holdings of other jurisdictions relied upon by
the maprlty and discussed at length, dissent points out that
the issue in this case has seldom been raised before high
courts in other states in a similar factual context. Rather, the
differences seen from state to state about the scope of review
and evidentiary requirements cause making an intelligent
tally to be "most W~cnlt."
Lastly, Judge Teague discusses open areas stemming from
this decision - could an expert witness testify it is typical
behavior for a witness, D or CNV to tell the truth and then
change their story or totally recant? Can D use his "expea"
to testi€y the child victim does not show elements typically
found in sexually abused children? May D now offer "expert"
testimony that there is no generally accepted child sexual
abuse syndrome in the mental health community? Must
alleged child victim be forced to listen to D's expert witness
-and at what cost to the child? Can D introduce testimony
from an "expert" that he does not exhibit characteristics
common to pedophiles? The list goes on.
*I**.

MichaelDewayne FARRIS, No. 1250.88-On D's PDROpinion by Judge Teague;Judges M c C o d c k and Berchelmann Dissent: October 10,1990.
C/A Affirmed at 759 S.W.2d 518.
SUEEICIENCY - POSSESSION OP AMPHETAMllW UiDICTMENT ALJXGATIONS MUST FORM BASIS OF
DETERMINING SUEEICIENCY: Here the St lost an aggravated controlled substance conviction because it failed to
allege in the indictment the phrase "including adultelants and
dilutants" after specifyiig an amount of 400 grams.
Factually, St's chemist testifiedthat he could not tell the pry
how much amphetamine was present in the seized evidence,
not including its adulterants and dilutants. HELD: Evidence
insufli(:ienI Io support 1)'s convicticm for possession of inore
than 400 grams of pl~realnph:t:~mine,as ;~llcgcdi n indict.
ment.
LEGAL BACKGROm: Remember, the term "controlled
substance" does not necessarily include adulterants and
dilutants. AtcGIothli8,749S.W.2d 856 (TCA 1988). Thus, TCA
rejected D.A.'s agunlent that using the term "controlled
substance" in the indictment and the charge necessarily
included adulterants and dilutants because of the wording of
Sec. 4.03Kc) of the Controlled Substances Act. That section
does not "define" a controlled substance - ir merely describes an offense. The language about "aggregate weight"
including adulterants and dilutants is simply inst~wztiveabout
how the weight of a controlled substance may be used to
establish an aggravating elenlent.
%*St*

Kenneth Wayne SPEERING, No. 135-89 - On State's
PDR -Opinion by Judge Dads; October 10,1990.
C/A Affirmed at 763 S.W.2d 801.
AEPIRMATIVE FINDING - INDICTMENT GAVE SUEEICIENT NOTICE: D was convicted of the stabbing and
strangulation murder of his wife. C/A deleted affun~ative
finding on direct appeal, based on theory D did not lave
sufficient notice of St's intent to seek deadly weapon fnding
under FSpni'Le Patiepe,soiz, 740 S.W.2d 766 CCCA 1987X
In an extremely brief opinion, TCA reversed this decision.
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Here the indictment charged D with murder by alleging hr
intentionally and knowingly caused the death of CiW "bj
strangling the complainant and stabbing the complainani
with a knife." Under TCA's decision in Erparte Beck, 76s
S.W.2d 525, this allegation avers that death wmcausedby a
named weapon or instrument-such an averment NeCessar.
fly includes an allegation that the named instrument was
capable of causing death. This allegation satisfies the
constitutional guarantees raised in ExpaautePuttemon. D was
clearly given notice that the nature of the weapon allegedly
used to commit the murder would be an issue to litigate at
trial.
*.*e

John Edward SATO, No. 421-89 -On D's PDR- Opinion by Judge Davis;Judge McCormidc Concurs in Result; Judge Teague Dissents; Dissenting Opinion by
Judge Clinton; October 10,1990.
JURYCHARGE -ROSE ERROR - HARMLESS UNDER
FACTS: Yet another decision to be evaluated after Artzold,
786 S.W.2d 295 (TCA 19901, whch listed a number of factors
to be considered when deciding if "Rose error" (parole law
jury charge) was harmless. TCAcautions the Amoldlist is not
exhaustive; however, it refers to that list for guidance and
discusses each applicable factor. TCA cautions there is no
specific weight attached to each factor and that the presence
or absence of any one factor is not determinative.
Voirdire Voir dire examination of prospective jurors was
not transuibed - it was not a factor considered by C/A.
Cou~t'sCbatge, Curatim Instructiom, Buidence Of Prior
Canuiaiorzs: None of these Factors was present. Jtrry
Atgttnmt. D did not object to prosecutor's argument. D.A.
invited jury to consider operation of parole by arguing, '"You
know a little about this man, but you also know about parole
laws . . * D.A. explained that jury was aware D was eligibIe
in one-third of the time, or 20 years, whichever was less and that was why he asked for GO years. Puiaisbmem
Asswed: 20 years. Jury Notest None submitted at punishment phase. TCA notes that while presence of ju~ynotes on
parole will show the jury did at least consider parole
application,and thus will weigh heavily in showing harm, the
absence of notes does not support the contrary conclusionthat no consideration of parole occurred. Here the absence
of juiy notes did not aid TCA's analysis. Fa& ofOffet~e: D
was prosecuted for aggravated robbery. CiW left keys to car
on trunk when he went to pay for gasoline purchase. When
ChYr ran to car and leapt on hood, D accelerated, throwing
CAV from car. D cut wheels toward CiW and ran wer him,
breaking both victim's legs. However, D had a clear path to
leave gas station without aiming at CAV. By time of trial (five
months later), C/W still suffered pain, was receiving medical
treatment, and faced likelihood of additional medical
procedures. PmaLty Rarzge: First degree felony.
TCA concluded erroneous charge made no contribution to
punishnlent. Sentence assessed was "inaccord" Mth the facts
and was not susceptible to a "one-third rule."
DISSEN71NG OP?NION. Judge Clinton would reverse. Because the jury rejected D.A.'s argument for 60-year senteoce,
it does not necessarily follow jury also rejected D.A.'s
argument asking them to consider parole law and good time
credit Tenor of D.A!s entire argument supports inference
that jury did consider parole law in assessing punishment.
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"Given to understand how the parole law would affect any
punishment assessed against Appellant, that the jury settled
on 20 years comports with experience." For this reason,
Judge Clinton concludes that the "term assessed" does not
indicate beyond a reasonable doubt that the error made no
contribution to the puaishment verdict. Clinton cautions that
"heinousness*is a "slippery indicator" for gauging how a jury
viewed D's conduct in assessing punishment.
I..**

Ricky ROJAS, NO. 1419.89-On D'S PDR- Opinion by
Judge Campbe&Judges MCCQ&C~ a i d Whlte Concur
3n Rwult; October 10,1990.
SEARCHAND SEIZURE-ANONYMOUSTIP-MSmCENT EVIDENCE OF PROBABLE CAUSE: FAGIS: D was
convicted of possession of marijuana. PDR was granted to
determine if anonymous tip gave sufficient probable cause
under both Texas and federalconstitutions for search leading
to discovery of marijuana. Here information was "plainly
secondhand"when received by informer. Officer X received
anonymous phone call from male who sated that he (the
informer -Y) had been advised that a vehicle belonging to
D contained a quantity of marijuana in the trunk. Record ws
devoid of evidence Y ever asserted he had any personal
knowledge about the contraband. Importantly, information
provided by anonymous tip about the funeral which D was
to attend ( a funeral of a family member) was potentially
available on local news. There were no additional factors
withinY's tip to show any special orpersonal k n l e d g e . For
this reason, it was not reasonable for police to conclude that
funeral information confinned other information in the tip.
Using a totality-of-circumstancestest, when anonymoustip
furntshes the probabie cause, informer mzrstassert personal
knowledge orthere must be added facts showing reason to
believe contrahand sought will probably be where the
information indicates it will be. Probable cause was lacking
in this case.
CAUnON: Do no read this decision too broadly. Hearsay
upon hearsay calz be used to establish probable cause for a
search warrant. However, there nust be underlying circumstances to indicate a substantialbasis for crediting the hearsay
at each level.

*****

Robert Earl ARCENEAUX, No. 1Q92-87- On D's PDRPer Curyam Opinion; Judge W t e Concurs in Result;
Judges McCormlck and Berchelmann Dissent; Judge
Sturns Not Participating; October 24,1990.
C/A Affmed at 735 S.W.2d 606.
SUPHCIBNCY
POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE- CHARGE REQUIREDJURYTO FIND RXHWIT
INI'KODUCED BY STATE WAS COCAINE: 'l'11is appc:~l
demonstrates what happens when D.A. does not read a
standardized charge very carefully. FAGIS: D was accused
of selling a rock of cocaine to undercover officer. The
contested issue at trial focused on whether D delivered
anything to the oEcer at all. The "rock" weighed approximately .05 grams. OfFcer testifiedhe submitted the evidence
in a clear, zip-lock bag which he then placed in an envelope.
DPS chemist testified he received the sealed envelope
containing the bag andsubstanceand used theentire amount
of thesubstance foranalpis. Chemist testified the plastic bag

-
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contained .05 grams of cocaine. Over defense objection (that

St had failed to introduce any of the actual illegal substance
into evidence), the two exhibits (plastic bag and envelope)
were admitted into evidence. Immediately preceding the
application paragraph, coufl's charge instructed jury that:
Before you will be warranted in convicting the defendant,
you must fmd from the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt
that the exhibit introduced inevidence by the State is cocaine.
D.A. did not object to charge.
On appeal, D.A. challenged sufficiency of evidence, contending charge put burden on St to produce cocaine. C/A
rejected this challenge, but TCA reversed.
The central issue was whether the portion of the charge
requiring the jury to find that the St introduced cocaine was
"surplusage." The test requires reviewing court to determine
if the portion of charge at issue is a part which "authorizes a
conviction." If the answer is yes, then the disputed language
on appeal cannot be regarded as surplusage.
CALmON Generally, the part of the charge that "authoeizes conviction" is found in the application paragraph where Uc applies the law of the case to the facts. However,
as this case demonstrates, the "'authorizing conviction" language may appear in other portions of the charge such as one
of the abstract portions. The test is whether a section of the
charge a u t h i z c s trier of fact to reach or not reach the
ultimate issue in a case.
HELD Instructwe paragraph was no! mere "surplusage"
just because it did not involve an "element" necessary to St's
proof. RATIONAIZ: The idea of surplusage cannot logically
be extended to any portion of court's charge that authorizes
conviction. In a fallback position, TCA noted that even were
it toaccept the instruction as surplusage,that factalone would
have "no automatic impact" on the issue of sufficiency.
Because of the procedural bar- once instructions have been
incorporated into charge, St was required to do either of two
things: (1) object to the instruction or (2) prove the
substantive fact.
PRAC77CI3 GUIDE: The St suggests that this "mistake" was
caused when the "standard instruction" was put in the
computerized bank of Harris County charges. The standardized nature of this charge is significant for all Houston-area
litigators. If this is indeed a standard charge, there may be
many other similarly lnfirm controlled substance convictions
out there.
*I***

Philip WHITING, No. 1139-88-On D's PDR-Opinion
byJudgeDavis: Judgesturns Not Participating; October
24, 1990.
C/A AEhned at 755 S.W.2d 936.
PINAL ARGUMENT -MISSTATEMENTS OF LAW ABOUT
STATE'SBURDENOFPROOFONLAWOFSELF-DEFENSE:
TCA found error committed by D.A.'s deliberate and repeated
misstatements of burden of proof on issue of self-defense.
Case was remanded to C/A for harm analysis under TRAP
8KbX2).
FAClSI D was convicted of misdemeanor offense of
resisting arrest. The arrest stemmed from his initial stop for
speeding. Both D and officers agreed he refused to sign
speeding citation, and officers began process of physicalIy
restraining him for transport. Officers testified D became
violent and threw one officer over his shoulder, causing the
other officer to tackle D and subdue him o n the ground. In
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contrast, D testified he became alarmed at the force being
used following the initial detention and reacted to that
unnecessary force. Former prosecutor testified for D as
reputation witness, stating that one of the officers was known
as a "hot-headed cop." Instruction on self-defense was
submitted to jury. That instruction contained language both
on use of permissible force and that, as a matter of law, a
person's act of merely "pulling away" his arm during an
attempted arrest does not constitute evidence of the offense
of resisting arrest. Jury was instructed when force is justified.
T/c correctly applied abstract law to facts.
Two D.A.s divided opening and closing arguments. D.k
1 argued that St's burden was "nothing more than the
elements that the offense took place." He reminded jury that
it gave commitment not to hold St to higher standard -"we
weren't going to pmve more than what was set up in the
indictment." D objected this was a misstatement of the
burden of proof on St to disprove beyond a reasonabledoubt
any defense raised. That objection was overruled. D.A. 1
continued in a sim~larvein, asking jury to concentrate on the
elements and "not other rabbit trails, other things that came
in." When D.A. 1again stated St's burden of proof was "on
the very elements I have just gone over with you again," D
objected.
Without objection. D argued correct law of self-defense to
jury. However, during St's closing argument, D.A. 2 continued along the same lines as D.A. 1,with similar objections
being lodged by D. For example, when referring to D's final
argument, D.A. 2 said, "He was, you know, there is a lot of
confusion. He was trying to mix up all the facts here, you
know, but you have got to look at the elements that are being
presented, what the burden is the State has in this case.
You've got to look at that and only hold us to that burden.
That's what you promised me." D's objection that D.A.s kept
ignoring their burden of disproving any defense beyond a
reasonable doubt was overruled.
Finally, D.A. agreed St had burden of disproving selfdefense if the issue was raised. He then suggested that issue
was not raised, highlighting portions of D's testimony. When
nrosecutor armed
he didn't know where issue of self-defense
"
was "coming into" the case, D's objection was ultimately sustained. Nevertheless, D.A. twice more told jury the State's
only duty was to "prove those elements in the information."
Each time D's objections were overluled.
HELD: D.A.'s argument was improper. Misstatement of law
directlv
, imoacted on iurv's oerceotion of St's burden before
guilty verdict could be returned. Although St can properly
rely on jury panel's "promise" to hold St to no higher burden
than required, D.A.s are under a duty to "argue their cases in
terms of the charge that was given, or at least not to misstate
their burden of persuasion on the defensive issue.
JURY ARGUMENT - STANDARD OF REVIEW: TRAP
81Cb)(2) applies to jury argument error. C/A erred by
undertaking an "informal" harmless emanalysis. C/Arelied
on proposition that any e m was harmless because t/c gave
acomct jury instruction. TCA found Grfpn,779 S.W.2d 431
(TCA 1989), factually analogous as the converse of the facts
here -in Griffii t/c improperly sustained D.A.'s objection to
defense counsel's conect statement of law.
HELD: Conviction remanded to C/A to determine whether
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GRANTED PETITIONS
FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW
r Coruan, Injlrry to a
SirrceJ I ~ J 17, 1985, t l ~ eadnrit~istra- (A's PDR) L a r r ~ G.
tiuestaflatton~eysof the Corr~tofC~-imi- Child: Did the trial court err in excluding Ex. 7. (R. Vol. 11, 1'. 2691)?
nal Appeals ham compiled, in the no,.
1na1colrne of hrcsi17ess, a list of cases
a n d legal issrres 011ruhich the Corr1.1has
gm11tedpetitio17s
for muiew A/t/~orlgh
or&i~lallyprepareclfori~~te,r,alriseo~r!j{ PDRO644-90 09/12/90, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), Vence Brown, Pass. of Cocai~~e:
the Corrrt has aarrrhrized release of the
Whether the COA has jurisdiction to
list forpu6licatioi1 aild for rrse I?), the
hear appeals from a grant of deferred
heilch a n d bar of le~as. The issues
adjudicationwithout the defendant first
listed are srrrnn~ariesas worded by /lie
seeking final adjudication?
stajJ nrrd do not r~ecessnril)~
reflet either the recczoning or tlie phraseology
used by theparties or h j the
~ Corrrt.
77iefollowi~zgare the cases a ~ z d
issues
on which the Comt of Cri~ntrralAppeals PDR 0651-90 09/12/90, Joires Co. (A's
PDR), Garland K. Yarbororrgl~,Blrr. of
granted reuiew lnrt which the Calm bas
a Vehicle: Was a defense witness imnot yet cleliuerecl a twitten opinio17:
properly impeached under Rule 608(b)
with questions relating to a p~evioi~s
PDR 0631-90 09/12/90, Nauarro (A's
incident where he may have received
PDIO, Joe COJIEllis, Mrrder Did the
stolen prope~ty?Thel-ewas no convicCOA err in holding that the trial court
tion resulting from this earlier activity.
did not have to charge the jury on
threats made by the deceased to appellant?

PDR 0632-90 09/12/90, Rohe~tson(Ss
PDR), Bob Matjjastik, el. a/, Bond
Fo~$?itlrre:(1) Ground No. I-Did the
COA err in findingArt. 22.16 V.A.C.C.P.
constitutional? (2) Ground No. &Did
the COA err when it affirmed the trial
cou~t'sremittitur of a final judgment
without a bill of review or proper
appellate procedure?

PDR 0636-90 09/12/90, Harris Co. (Ss
PDR), C/iristopher K. Yee, Fel. Poss. tu/
Iirte?it to Deliver (1) Ground No. 1Did the COA erl- in placing upon the
trial court the burden of making a bill of
exception or offer of proof! (2) Ground
No. 3--Did the COA err in holding that
the trial court abused his discretion in
refusing to allow appellant to reopen
the case?

PDR 0637-90 09/12/90, L~lbhockCo.
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PDR 0662-90 09/12/90, I-Iarris Co. (A's
PDR), Leo Castillo, Jr., Delivery of
Cocaine: Did the prosecutor commit
reversible en-or in referring in his punishment argument, to appellant "pumping" dmgs into children when there
was no evidence of appellant selling
dtugs to children?

PDR 0669-90, 0670-90, 0671-90 09/
IZ90, Dallas Co., L.C. Richnrdson, Illegal Irrvestnrent (Cocaine) (Also AppelI a n t s C l a ~ r d eBigins, Jr., Lo1111teLee
Jordan): (1) Must there be an actual
transfer of funds in order to satisfy the
"finance or invest" requirement of the
illegal investment statute? See Tex.
Health & SafetyCode, Sec. 481.126. (2)
Did the COA apply the correct stahltoly
consttuction in finding the evidence
was insufficient?

PDR 0674-90 09/12/90, Dallas Co. (A's
PDR), Do), IVay~reDavis, Poss. of

~Methar~rpheta~~~i~re:
Same as 0644-90
whether the COA has jurisdiction to
heal appeals from a grant of deferred
adjudicationwithout the defendant fust
seeking final adjudication?

PDR 0682-90 09/12/90, Bexar Co. (Ss
HX),RodolfoApolina~;PretrinlMotio~r:
Whether a Ct. App. can treat denial of
plea in bar as equ~valentto denial of
pretrial habeas corpus on D] ground,
thereby allowing appeal.

PDR 0683-90 09/12/90, Atascosa Co.
(S's SPA's), Afiguel Allgel Garcia, Poss.
~Marihrmrm50-200 113s.: (1) Whether
the outstanding reasonable hypothesis
construct should be abandoned? (2)
Whether the outstanding reasonable
hypothesis construct should apply to
cases in which only the mental state is
shown by circumstantial evidence?

PDR0693-90 09/12/90, BrmosCo. (Ss
PDR), Richad K. Halq, Del/L)nng.
Drrrgsr Whether entry under health
officer search warrant requires sepalate
I-eg.search warrant for seizure of discovered contraband?

PDR 0695-90 09/12/90, Dallas CC (Ss
PDR), Jesrss ReiclJ Bacot, Mltrdert. (1)
Must appellant contest at trial the State's
reasons for peremptorily challenging a
black veniremember in order to cotnplain of those reasons on appeal? (2)
May the State's race neutral reasons for
challenging a veniremember be based
on a mistake which provides some
support for those reasons?

PDR0711-90 09/1290, Harris Co. (A's
PDR), EarlB. B ~ q e s sPo~ge~y:
,
Whether
Art. 1.051(g), V.A.C.C.P.,is mandatory?
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D.U.I.D. DEFENSE TECHNICS
Reasonable Grounds for Referral of a
Suspect to the Drug Recognition Expert
by Roy T. Rogers, J?.
Every citizen who is arrested for
drivingavehicleand suspected of being
intoxicated through the use of some
listed substance should not be referred
to the D.R.E. for a D.E.C. It stands to
reason that some suspects will fail the
breath test and be charged
withD.W.1.
(alcohol)!!
The new N.H.T.S.A. program has the
nossibilitv for substantial abuse bv the
police. Like all new government programs, it will be rode hard for a while.
Defense counsel mum see that it is fairly
conducted andchallengedat everystep.
Our Statute (article 6701-L-5 sec. 1)
has some helpful language in this regard. It reads as follow.%
'The specimen or specimens shall be
taken at the request of a peace officer
having reasonahie grounds to heiieue
the person to have been driving . . .
while intoxicated."
The D.W.I.JOURNALarticleofMarch,
1990, uses the phrase, "rational basis,"
which seems appropiate in many instances.
Recall that in each D.U.I.D. case we
w~llhave an opinion by the arresting
officer that the suspect was "intoxicated" at driving time Numerous cases
have held that t h opinion standing
alone by a police officer is sufficient to
sustain a conviction.
A~llrLsu. State, 578 S.W.2 406 Cr. App.
1979
The fly in the ointment is that our
suspect has "passed" the police breath
test. Whatever force that the police
officer's opinion of intoxication had in
the past has been somewhat diminished by the low breath test result.
It is also true that the arresting officer
does have discretion as to whether to
proceed with D.W.I. (alcohol) charges
or rrlease the suspect without the filing
of any charges.
While release of a suspect is a lare
occulrence, I think that is will become
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nonexistent upon the implementation
of the D.E.C. program.
Dis-armed by his own breath test, the
arresting officer must articulate some
corroborating evidence other than his
opinion to support his referral of a
suspect for a D.E.C. Merely "passing
the police breath test" cannotbedeemed
a rational basis for an extensive D.E.C.
Who Actually Makes the Referral
For a D.E.C.??
Again our statute is unclear and only
requires a peace officer to request a
specimen.
However, since the arresting officer
is the law enforcement possessor of all
relevant facts up to this point in time, it
is logical that he is the person to order
a D.E.C.
But, remember, the arresting officer
will call his "tinle-outwandconsult for
some unknown period of time with the
D R.E., before the D.E.C. examination
IS invoked upon the suspect.
The D.R.E. will definitely have a large
influence on the mesting officer's
decision to go or not go. How much the
arresting officerwill rely upontheadvice
of the D.R.E. m malung his decision is
unknown. Reality says that the D.R.B.
NU, in fact, be making the decision
himself, and the poor alresting officer
will only be a rubber-stamp.
In either event, no one will seriously
contend that the D.R.E. is a nezitralaizll
detached niagistrate.

Artifulable CorroboratingEvidence
The arresting o f k e r says "I think the
suspect is intoxicated, but John Barleycorn obviously didn't do it; I love the
great machineanditmuldn't be wrong."
Standing alone, this statement is insufficient to wanant a refeiral to the
D.R.E. for a Drug Evaluation and Classification (D.E.C.).
What corroborating ev~denceis available to the arresting officer to suppolt
his decision (other than the glee of the

D R.E.)??
Some items come quickly to mind:
1. The roadside video-tape of the
suspect.
2. Admissions by the suspect of drug
use.
3. Physically finding drugs in the car or
on the suspect.
4. Obvious needle marks or other signs
of drug use on the suspect obselved by
the arresting officer during the course
of the arrest.
5. Bizarne driving maneuvers by the
suspect prior to the arrest. (Not just
nxnor traffic infractions.)

Why Are Reasonable Grounds Required?
FIRST, the suspect has lust been exonerated of D.W.I. (alcohol) by the
great machine, in the eyes of the public
(that's the jury, folks)
SECOND, a 45 minute para-medical
examination of the suspect plus an
additional specimen-request fiom the
suspect by the police iuithocrt a search
zuarrant is beckoning the 4th Amendment to join in the problem.
THIRD, the police will want to block
the suspect's contact nrith Counsel, if
they possibly can do so, before the
para-medical examination.
FOURTH, Refilsal Evidence is powerful stuff before a juxy. But it loses its
insinuating power if there is a hint of
police unfairness or had faith.
An appellate court considering this
matter most probably will forndate an
EuideWiary Predicate, which the State
must prove as a part of its case-in-chief.
"REASONABLE GROUNDS'for a refer1x1 to the D.R.E. for a D.E.C. will be
included in the list, I am sure.
The mesne line of attack against this
pang of any predicate would most
likely be by a Morion to Suppress.
(Article 28.01 (6) Tex. Code of Crim.
Proc.) If the State cannot justify its
refelrnl in the filst place, the entire
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DWI PRACTICE GEMS
Punishment in DWI Cases
by Bruce A. Martin
This article was prepared to introduce andexplore the punishment ranges
for Driving While Intoxicated as set
fo~rhin Article 67011-1, V.A.C.S. and
the other relevant statutory provisions
that have an impact upon punishment
in a DWI case; to provide a basic procedure for analysis of the criteria of
punishment and enhancement in a D\W
case; and to provide case law relevant
to punishment/enhancement issues in
DWI cases.
The punishment and enhancement
provisions relevant to a D\VI case are
set forth in several statutory provisions.
The initial provision is Article 67011-1.
The penalty ranges are contained in
subsection (c), (dl, (e) and (j) of that
provision. The subsections state as
follows:
"(c) Except as provided by Subsections (dl, (el, and (0 of this article, an
offense under this alTicle is punishable
by:
(1) a fine of not less that $100 or more
than $2,000; and
(2) confinement in jail for a term of
not less that 72 hours or more than two
years.
(dl If it is shown on the trial of an
offense umler this article that the person has previously been convicted one
time of an offense under this article, the
offense is punishable by:
(1) a fine of not less than $300 or
more than $2,000; and
(2) confinement in jail for a tern1 of
not less than 15 days or more than two
years.
(el If it is shown on the trial of an
offense under this article that the person has previously been convicted two
or more times of an offense under this
article, the offense is punishable by:
(1) a fine of not less than $500 or
more than $2,000; and
(2) confinement in jail for a term of
not less than 30 days or more than two
years or imprisonment in the state
penitentiary for a term of not less than
five years.
(j) On conviction of an offense under
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this article or an offense under Subsection (21, Subsection (a), Section 19.05,
Penal Code, the court shall impose a
cost of $15 on a defendant, if, subsequent to the arrest of the defendant, a
law enforcement agency visually recorded the defendant with an electronic device. Costs imposed under this
subsection are in addition to other
court costs and are due whether or not
the defendant is granted probation in
the case. The court shall collect the
costs in the same manner as other costs
collected in the case.
The provisions relevant to enhancement of the penalty ranges set forth in
subsections (c), (dl, and (el, above, are
subsections (0, 0,(h), (i) and (1).
These subsections state as follows:
(0 If it is shown on the trial of a
person punished for an offense under
Subsection (c), (dl, or (el of this article
that the person committed the offense
and as a direct result of the offense
another person suffered serious bodily
injury, the minimum telm of confinement for the offense is increased by 60
days and the minimum and nlaximum
fines for the offense are increased by
$500. If it is shown on the trial of a
person punished for an offense under
this article that the person committed
the offense and at the time of the
offense the person operating the motor
vehicle had an open container of an
alcoholic beverage in his immediate
possession, the minimum tern1 of confinement for the offense is increased
by:
(1) tlnee days, and the minimum and
maximum fines for the offense are
increased by $100, if the person is
punished for an offense under Subsection (c) of this article;
(2) six days, and the minimum and
maximum fines for the offense are
increased by $200, if the person is
punished for an offense under Subsection (d) of this article;
and
(3) 12 days, and the minimum and
maxinlum fines for the offense are
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increased by $400, if the person is
punished for an offense under Subsection (e) of this article.
(g) For the purposes of this article, a
conviction for an offense under Article
67011-1 or 67011-2, Revised Statutes, as
those laws existed before January 1,
1984, is a conviction of an offense
under this article.
(h) For the purposes of this article, a
conviction for an offense that occurs on
or after January 1, 1984, is a final
conviction, whether or not the sentence for the conviction is probated.
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(i) A conviction may not be usedfor the
purpose of enhancement under Subsection (dl or (el of this article if:
(1) the conviction was a F i conviction under the provisions of Subsections (g)and (h) of this article and was
for an offense committed more than 10
years before the offense for which the
persan is being tried was committed;
and
(2) the person has not been convicted of an offense under Subdivision
2, Subsection (a), Section 19.05, Penal
Code, or Article 67011-1, or Article
67011-2, Revised Statutes, committed
within 10 years immediately preceding
the date onwhich the offense forwhich
the person is being tried was committed.
0) The increases in maximum and
minimum punishments provided by
Subsection (0 of this article are cunlu-

vehicle.
Below is a table for reference which
sets forth thepunishment/enhancement
results contemplated by Article 67011Kc) (d) (el (0 and (1).
In Wilson u. State, 772 S.W.2d 118
(Tex. Cr. App. 1989,a recent case construing subsection (0, Judge Duncan
examined the appellant's claim that
"DWI" and "D\VI resulting in serious
bodily injury" are two distinct offenses.
The Appellant's claim was rejected and
the Coult held:
"Accordingly, we hold that Article
67011-10, supra, is not a separate
offense; therefore, the offense of D\VI
is not a lesser included offense. Thus,
appellant is being punished for driving
while intoxicated and causing serious
bodily injury was not placed in double
jeopardy in violation of the prohibitions contained in the State and Federal

Punishment Range
67011 - 1 (c) (d) (e) CD and (I)

<c) First
Conviction
fine: 100-2,000
jail: 72 hs-2 hrs

Serious
Bodilv Iniury

Open
Container

Serious Bodily Inj.
Ouen Container

600-2,500
200-2,100
60+72 h~s-2yrs 3 daysc72
hrs-2 yrs

700-2,600
63+72 hrs
- 2 yrs

800-2,500
75 days-2 yrs

1,000-2,700
81 days-2yrs

(d) Second
Conviction

fm 300-2,000
jail:

15 days-;! yrs

500-2,200
21 days-2 yrs

Ce) More than
Two Convictions
fine: 500-2,000
jail: 30 days-2 yrs
pen: 60 days-5 yrs

1,000-2,500
90 days-2 yrs
120 days-5 yrs

lative. If it is shown on the trial of the
offense that the persdl committed the
offense, that a s a direct result of the
offense a person suffered serious bodily injury, and that at the time of the
offense the person was operating a
motor vehicle with ail open container
of an alcoholic beverage present in the
passenger portion of the vehicle, both
increases in punishment authorized by
Subsection (D apply.
It is important to note the conflict
apparent in subsections (0 and (1) in
regard to immediate possession of an
open container and an open container
present in the passenger portion of the
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900-2,400
1,400-2,900
42 days-2 yrs 102 days-2 yrs
72 days-5 y ~ s 132 days-5 yrs
Constitutions. Appellant's ground for
review is overruled."
Judge Duncan did leave open the
possibility, however, that evidence of
the victim's serious bodily injury may
be inadmissible in the guiltlinnocence
phase of trial pursuant to Rule 401,
Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence,
The next sequence of provisionsrelevant to punishment in DWI cases is
found in Article 42.12, Section 13.
Subsection (a) (1) requires, as a condition of p~wbation,that a defendant
submit to:
"72 houts of detention in a jail if the
defendant was convicted under Sub-

section (dl of Aa~cle67011.1, Revised
Statutes; 10 days of detention in a jail if
the defendant was convicted under
Subsection (e) of Article 67011-1, Revised Statutes; or 30 days of detention
in a jail if the defendant was convicted
under Subsection (0 of Article 67011-1,
Revised Statutes;"
Subsection (a) (2) requires, that the
defendant submit to:
"an evaluation by a probation officer
or by a peso~z,program, or facility
approved by the Texas Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse for the purpose of having the facility prescribe
and carp our a course of conduct
necessary for the rehabilitation of the
defendant's drug or alcohol dependence condition."
Subsection (b) provides that if a defendant is convicted ofanoffense under
Section 19.05(2)(a), Texas Penal Code,
the Court shall lequire as a condition of
probation, that the defendant submit to
a period of detention in a penal institution for not less than 120 days.
Subsection (d) r e q e e s the defendant who participates in a rehabilitation
course or plogram to pay for all or part
of the costs of the rehabilitation based
upon his ability to pay, Insurance
coverage for the rehabilitation is considered in the determination of the
ability to pay.
Subsection (el provides that, in the
event the defendant is imprisoned as a
condition of probation and he is subsequently revoked, the term of imprisonment is credited to subsequent imprisonment.
Subsection 0requires a defendantto
submit to an evaluation for d u g or alcohol dependency and specifies the
program or facilities approved for treatment.
Subsection (g) allows the jury to recommend that the license of a person
convicted under 67011-l(c1 not be suspended.
Subsection @)provides that a defendant convicted under 67011-lk) shall
be required to attend and complete
before the 18lst day after probation is
granted, an alcohol awareness education p~ogram.This requirement may be
wived upon written motion showing
good cause.
Subsection (i) provides that the Court
may order as a term and condition of
probation that a person convicted of an
offense under 67011-1 and 19.05ca) (2),
Coi2rinoed oir puge 31
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Editor's Column
Contintcedfmmpage 6
tan Ministries.
'I was in prison and he came to see
me is another scriptural [sic] injunction.
Woodrow called twelve pastors together
several years ago and asked them to
undenvrite a request of the Houston
Metropolitan Ministries. The Reverend
Charles Allen, Pastor OF First United
Methodist Church, stood and said,
W o o d m , I pledge $1,000. The eleven
otherministers that daypledged $1,000,
and thushe had his$12,000to begin the
jail ministry '
"Later on, the Houston Metropolitan
Ministries honored Woodrow Seals for
his work in the jail ministry.
"Because Judge Seals was a victim
(like many peoplehis age) of the Great
Depression, he was sensitive to the
needs of the poor and the homeless.
He constantly advocated more help for
the homeless. When the Houston
MetropolitanMinistriesdeeidedto work
with the Bering United Methodist
Church, under the leadership of the
Reverend Ron Pogue, to use Bering's
facilities asashelterforhomelesspeople,
the Society of St. Stephen, under Judge
Seals' leadership, provided most of the
volunteers. Judge Seals himself agreed
to spend one night each at the shelter.
"The first night he spent there, almost
100 homeless men were also there.
Judge Seals wrapped himself in a coat,
and after everything had settled d o w
at midnight, he slept on the floor with
the lest of them. Later, the shelter was
able to provide mats on the floor. All
through the winter months Judge Seals
worked with the program.
'When Mayor Katherine Whitmue set
up the first Coalition for the Homeless,
she said at the press conference announcing the program that she did it at
the request of Judge Seals who had
worked with Coalition's predecessor.
He also sewed on the Board of Directors of the Star of Hope Mission, one of
the largest and best in the nation.
"In connection ~ t his
h concern for
the Mexican-Americans and because it
is agrowing concern of everyone in the
Southwest, some of his most important
court decisions involved the plight of
theMexican-Ame~icans,
especiallythose
in Texas and the southwest United
States.
"In the early 60's Judge Seals was on
a three-judge panel which heard the
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case of tlie Mexican-American farm
workers in the Valley. This case questioned the validity of several State statutes being used, so theMexican-Americans said, to oppress those who were
migmnt laborers in the Rio Cmnde
Valley. After a long trial in Bronrnsville,
Judge Seals wrote the opinion for the
panel which put the Texas Rangers
undera permanent injunction as well as
declaring several State statutes unconstitutional. This was a far reaching
decision.
"Later on in Corpus Christi, Judge
Seals held for the fnst time that Mexican-Americans fell within the Bmum
decision. This meant that MexicanAme~icansin tlre Southwest were an
'identifiable ethnic minority' and protected in the public school system by
the U.S. Constitution. The school system in Corpus Christi was unconstitutionally segregated.
"In the last six years, in a class-action
suit tried in Houston, Judge Seals held
that Mexican-American children of
undocumented parents (illegal aliens)
in Texas can go to the public schools.
He also ruled that the State statute used
to prevent them from going to public
school was unconstitutional. This was
another landn~arkdecision."
In a long feature article by Zarke
Franks which appeared in T%eHoushm
CbmnicleonSunday,December 5,1982,
Franks wrote:
"In the midst of a multimillion-dollar
civil trial in federal COUII here, a secretary approached the black-robed federal judge and whispered in his ear and
pointed to a mousy little man seated in
the back of the courtroom.
T h e judge gravely noddedand beckoned the man fonvard. A pleafora lastminute stay of execution of a condemned man? No, the man who stepped
forwatd ms a beekeeper from Louisiana. His bees had been seized by Texas
authorities after he crossed the state
line, a possible quarantine violation.
T o u r honor,' he said, 'I havemoney
in a bank account in Louisiana. But I
can't get a check cashed to get bark to
my bees and return home. WIU you
please endorse a check for me?
"Did the judge, as expected under the
circumstances, immediately summon a
bailiff and have the intruder removed
from the courtroom?
'It's a fact of Life that only God has
more power than a fede~al
judge. And
it's also a fact of IEe that a federal judge

exercisesthat power, perhaps not always
wisely.
"A strange thing happened that day,
several years ago, in the court of U.S.
District Judge Woodrow Seals.
"The judge told the mousy little man
he understood his plight. Would $100
help? Then he directed his secretary,
Frances Haymes, to call the YMCA to
provide a night's lodging for the unforrunate man and give h i a $100 blU.
"An observer in the Court that day,
Attorney Dick Miller from the blueribbon law firm of Baker & Botts, recalls:
'I couldn't believe what I was hearing. A man comes inoffthestreet to see
a federal judge. And the judge halts a
major trial to listen to a stranger's problem. Yes, I was tremendously impressed. I suspect every other lawyer
and witness m that court was. What a
neat man.'
"Seals, an outspoken critic of our
prison system, said: 'I never tell a man
I'm sending him to prison to punish
him. I do it for the protection of society
or his parents perhaps, who have been
covering his hot checks, or people he
had a tendency to hua. And the length
of sentence always puzzles me. Some
men become acclimatized to prison
after a number of years and immediately commit a crime for n o reason
other than to return to prison. Others
whostay in too long become hardened,
bitter and are ready to wreak their
wrath on society on release. I frankly
don't know what sentence is needed to
fit a certain individual. I tell those who
are literate to use their time in prison to
teach those who are illiterate. To t ~ to
y
help their fellow man. And I fundy
believe Congress should pass a law
granting an automatic pardon three
yearsafter a federal prisoner has served
his sentence and has been ~eleased.
Why should he cany , for the rest of his
life, the stigma of a felon? He's paid his
debt. ."'
Lastly, Mrs. Seals, known to all as
Daisy, and who was ma~riedto the
judge for 44 years, had this to say when
he was hono~edin 1982.
"First, I want to say that I am very
proud that he has such a h ~ g hsense of
honor and duty. Duty comes first at all
times That is the character trait that I
like best about him. He has a high
sense of duty to his family, to his
church, to the institutions he works in,
Co~~tintied
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Editor's Column
Lbnftnuedfrompage 29
to the courts, and to his country . . .
"SOI'm really proud of his high sense
of duty. Nothing stands in his way
when duty calls. I am very pmud of a
certificate that I have on my wall -and
I will b e proud of these - but it is a
certificate I have on my wall now, that
was signed by General John Cannon,
for his work in the Air Force, and it is
headed For Valor.
"Now, another thing that I am going
to do real brieflyis to tell you one other
trait that I think that he has, and that is
perseverance. If he sets a goal, he is
going to accomplish it, one way or
another. Now he tries for years. He
doesn't give up He just keeps on
trying. If he doesn't get things done that
he thinks he should do, he just keeps
on trying. .
"Sometimes he gets very discouraged. Sometimes he says he hits his
head against a brick wall. But goes
right on. He has a lot of hurdles to jump
sometimes, but he makes them. He
jumps them."
what better tribute could be given to
Judge Seals than to end on the positive
notes of his wife. Wlth all due respect,
JudgeSealswill be a hardact tofol1ow.U

.

IwlsheveryoneaveryMeqChrIstmas and Happy New Year. KF
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3g, that the inmate is not eligible for
release on parole until actual calendar
time equals "one-half of the sentence
imposed, provided that the inmate has
served at least one-qualter of the
maximum sentence that could have
been imposed for the offense or, if the
punishment imposed is life imprisonment, 75 calendar years . . . . (All other
prisoners would be eligible for parole
when good time plus calendar time)
equals one-half of the sentence inlposed, provided that they have served
at least onequarter of the maximum
sentence that could have been imposed
for the offense or, if the punishment
75years."
imposed islifein~ptison~~rent,
The hill further provides that a plisoner

may not be released to mandatory
supewision if h e "is serving a sentence
for an offense for which punishment
has been increased under Section 12.42
(TPC) . . . ,"which in effect adds repeat
offenders to those offenses for which
mandatory supervision is not available.
Then there is the reoccurring life
without parole for habitual offenders,
and another bill, which provides imprisonment of ten years to life, or 99
years, for delivery of a controlled substance to a minor. Another bill by
Representative Jim Rudd provides that
prisoners serving sentences for sexual
assault or aggravated sexual assault, for
felony violations of the Texas Controlled SubstancesAct involving manufacture of delivery of controlled substances, or for crimes for which the
judgment contains an affmative finding are not eligible for parole. Senator
Buster Brown filed a similar Senate bill
regarding sexual assault and aggravated sexual assault.
Recently at a seminar in Tyler, Bill
Habern, Chair of the TCDLA Corrections Committee commented to a CLE
group that prison officials claim that
when you take hope away from inmates, you take control away from the
prison officials. If there's no carrot, no
stick, however large, will control that
hardheadedhorse of prison overcrowding.
Art.38.23Ca) provides that evidence
obtained in violation of any state or
federal law is inadmissible at trial. So,
one must wonder the purpose of a bill
introduced by Representative Henry
Cuellar, which would give peace officels, firemen and EMS personnel a
defense to criminal trespass (Sec. 30.05,
TPC) if they w a e acting in lawful
discharge of an official duty under
exigent circumstances.
Two bills, one House, the ather
Senate, expand the death penalty by
making intentional murder of a person
seventeen and under a capital offense.
The Senate version, by Brown, makes
the age six or under. A third bill by
Representative Jim Horn would make
attempred capital murder a capital offense. Ron Wilson introduced a bill
making niurder of an inmate or person
n custody by a peace officer, guard or
:onrctions official a capital offense.
On the lighter side, the "American
3affltri" bill is back - "no cruising
cones" may be authorized by local
mtho~ities.Governmental entities are

exempt and businesses have a defense.
There are bills on wire taps, trap and
trace devices, and electronic communications, which I have not fully digested
as yet. More on t h ~ topic
s
in the future.
In this state and nation we have
developed drug, alcohol and bank
exceptions to the rights of citizens
accused. In the continued diminution
of individual rights and liberties by both
state and federal courts and legislatures, there is Senate Bill 3 by Carlos
Truan, which has some Mional provisions, but the seizure of driver's license
and license plates are not among them.
Without any prior due process proceedings, if a person is arrested for
DWI, the arresting officer seizes the
driver's license; then on the first business day after 72 hours, the officer
delivers the license to a JP Court, whkh
has three days to conduct a hearing to
determinewhetherit's OKfor the driver
to retain his license pending his DWI
charges. Yes, I know driving is a
privilege, not a right. But even a
privilege may not be taken without due
process, and to take the license and
then hold the hearing six days later
sounds like Lewis Carroll's Alice in
Wot?derland, where the queen called
for the sentence before the verdict. It
uscd to hc hat our laws really rc,llertcd
our fundanicnt:~lbclicf that :dl ;~ccusctl
are presumed innocent until proved
guilty. More and more our alcohol and
d ~ u glaws, both state and federal, are
reflecting a public policy that punishment begins with arrest, instead of after
conviction as our laws have long provided.
The judges, legislators, special interest g r o u p and
~ prosecutors, all men and
women of good faith, who believe we
need repressive laws to protect the
honest citizens don't seem to see what
is happening. Have we become so
afraid of crime,we'll give up freedom to
protect ourselves?
Supreme Court Justlce Lewis Brandeis once said: "Experience should
teach us to be most on our guard to
protect liberty when the Government's
purposes a1.e beneficent. Men born to
freedom are naturally alert to repel
invasion of their liberty by evil-minded
rulers. The greatest dangers to liberty
lurk in insidious encroachment by men
of zeal, well-meaning but without
understanding."
Every member get a member. Semper fi..
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FORENSIC DNA PROFILING

Cellmark Test
byJuan Martinez Gonzales

Another widely used approach to forensic DNA profiling is conducted by
Cellmark Diagnostics. "This test produces a 'fingeiprint' that looks something like a supermarket bar code with
fikeen lines. The genetic differences
anlong individuals are reflected in the
spacing of the bands." Thompson &
Ford, DNA Typing, TRIAL 56 (September 1988). Prof. AlecJeffreys of theUniversity of Leicester (England) in the
early 1980's discovered a unique class
of DNA probes that could detqct "repetitive DNA"
"Cellmark Diagnostics scientists extract and purify DNA from a small
sample of blood, semen or other DNAbearing cells. It then is cut apart with
enzymes known as restriction endonudeases-biological scissors that cut the
DNA double strands at specific DNA sequences.
The DNAfragnlents, which are negatively charged, are then placed at one
end of a sheet of gel and exposed t o an
electric field, which causes them to
move through the gel. The smaller
fragments of DNA move more rapidly
than the larger fragments, s o the DNA
becomes separated into bands by sizebands that are at this point invisible.
To preserve the obtained band pattern, scientists transfer the bands of
DNA fragments--which include the re-

DWI
Contirrl~ed
f h n page 28
Texas Penal Code, not operate a motor
vehicle unless the vehicle is equipped
with a device that employs a deep-lung
breath analysis mechanism. The device
shall b e paid for by the defendant.
Subsection (j) allows repeat offenders t o attend education programs required under Subsection (h).
Subsection (k) provides that if the
Court permits or requires a person to
attend an alcohol awareness education
progmm, as a condition of probation,
ami the person has been previously
convicted of a n offense under Article
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Juan Martinez Gonzales received
his Doctor of Jurisprudence Degree
from the University of Texas in 1976.
He has compiled and written the first
Forensic DNA Profding Criminal Defense Manual in the country. Moses
"Mae" Sanchez, Tommy Sanchez of
Houston, and Gonzales were the first
Texas lawyers to vigorously defend
against DNA evidence in a criminal
case, by the nse of an expert witness in
the guilt-innocence stage of a DNA
case. Hehasspokenatseveralcriminal
defense seminars on Forensic DNA
Profiling. He has fded amicus curiae
briefs in several cases on appeal in
state appellate courts throughout the
State, where convictions resulted from
the use of forensic DNA evidence. He
was defense counsel in a case in
Beeville, where there was forensicDNA
evidence. lastly, he haswrittenarticles
attacking forensic DNA evidence for
the National lauyels Guild Practitioner and for Docket Call (Publication of
theHarrisCountyCriminallawyersAssociation).

petitive DNAas well as other DNAfmgments-from
the gel onto a nylon
niembrane. The Jeffreys DNA probes,
that have been labeled with a small
amount of radioactive material, al-ethen
added to a solution immersing the
membrane.
The probes attach themselves to the
specific invisible bands of "repetitive
DNA that they "fit." The DNA fragments containing these repetitive sequences are the only fragments I-ecognized by the Jeffreys probes. Afilm that
issensitive t o radioactive probes is then
placed on the nylon membrane. The
probes expose the film allowing the
scientists to obtain an image of the
"repetitive DNA." This image is called

a "DNA Fingerprint."
Cellmark
Diagnostics, The Ultit~mteIdent~fication Test 3. 4 (1988).
The cellmark Test has the same
potential flaws as those discussed in the
section under the Lifecodes Test, Voice
for t / ~ eDefense September Issue, vol.
19. no. 11..

67011-1 nirdrlie person has been previously required to attend such a program, the Coult shallsuspend the driver's
license of the offender. If the person is
convicted under 67011-Kc), the suspension is 90 to 365 days. If the person
is convicted under 67011-l(d) or (el,
the suspension is 180 to 730 days.
Some cases which constme the previous probation provisions are:
(1) Scl~nrbrotrghu. State, 732 S.\V.Zd 445
(Tex. App-Ft. Worth 1987&.41t 42.12
6Kb) (1) mandates 30 days in jail for a
person convicted under 67011-10.
(2) Lopez u. State, 709 S.W.2d 744 Vex.
App.-San Antonio, 1980--An. 42.12 6b(c)
mandates 120 days confinement as a term
and condition of probation.
(3) I7flsqoezu. State, 740 S.\V.Zd 120 (Tex.

App.-San Antonio, 1987) and ATlrplt u.
State, 749 S.\V.2d 595 (Tex. App.-Corpus
Christi, 1988)-Art. 42.12 6b(c) does not
violate principles of equal protection.
(4) Tozunse~idu.State, 725 S.\V.Zd 463 (Tex.
App.-llouston lst, 1987and Hjpbeu. State,
720 S.W.2d 158 (Tex. App.-Houston 14th,
1986) hold that Art. 42.12, 6b(c) is not unconstitutionally vague because there is no
maxinluman~o~lntofti~ne
to be incarcerated
as a condition of probation.
(5) In EsPmteCrriN>irds,712 S.\V.Zd 749
(Tex. Cr. App., 1986) the Court held that the
120 days of "term of confinement" under
Article 42.12 6b(c) is not a "sentence" and
therefore the defendant is not entitled under
A ~ T5118a,
.
V.A.C.S.,to good tmie credits for
time served. W
7f~isni?icle
ruilll~ecoirtinl~edin the next
issrre of Voice.
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FEDERAL SENTENCING
GUIDELINE REPORT
by Bill Habem and Gary Cohen
GUIDELINE SENTENCES, GENERALIY
US.u. Zapata-Aluarez, -F.2d-(5th
Cir. 9-5-90) No. 89-4225
Guidelines apply to conspiracies that
continue beyond Nov. 1, 1987.
GENERAL APPLICATION PRINCIPLES, (CHAFER 1)
US.u. Marsbag -F.2d-(5thCIr.
823-90) No. 89-8040
Upholds aggregating drug sales by codefendants under § 1B1.3(a) when
defendant NHS involved in a common
scheme or plan with the co-defendants.
U.S. u. Bwrd -P.Zd-(5thCir.
3-18.
90) No. 89-3720
Stipulation to facts establishing a m o e
serious offense § 1B1.2Ca) causes the
fraud guidelines to be applied rather
than the false statements guidelines.
OFFENSE CONDUCT, GENERALLY
(CHAPTER 2)
US.u. DeLaRosa, -F.2d-(5thCir.
8-29-90) No. 89-2689
Inaease in offense level allowed for
using a gun in a kidnapping. The
defendant's wavmg of the weapon
combined with her threats went beyond "brandishing" the weapon. See $
1B1.1, Notes Kc), (g).
U S u. Rothmatr, -F.2d-[5th
Cir.
10-2-90) No. 89-3896
The defendant was entitled to a 3 level
reduction under $ ZXl.l(b)(Z) for conspi~ingto launder money. The district
court refused to decrease the level
because the defendant had completed
the offense of conspiring to launder
money. The 5th Cir. held that the
"offense" referred to in $ ZXl.l@)(2)
was the underlying offense of money
laundering and nm the charged
- offense
of consp&cy.
ADJUSTMENTS (CHAPTER 3)
US.u. Manthei, F . Z d L ( 5 t h Cir. 920-90) No. 89-1970
Looks beyond the offense of conviction
to increase the level for leaders under
3 B l a The defendant fan a large
scale meth. sing, pled to a single count
of distribution and a~guedthat she
couldn't be treated as a "leader" because there were no other pastlcipants

in her offense of conviction. The court
agreed that "offense" as used in g
3Bl.Ka) refers only to the offense of
conviction but relied on the Relevant
Conduct provisions of 1B1.3(a)(2) and
took into considaation the underlying
activities and participants as establishmng an overall scheme; the transaction
she was convicted of was part of that
overall scheme or plan.
US. u. Mourning, -F.Zd-(Sth
Cir.
10-1-90) No. 89-7005
The defendant can only be a leader of
the transaction for which he was convicted. Defendant was involved in a
drug conspiracy and smuggled cash
into the U.S. He pled to a single count
of money laundering of which he was
the only participant. The conduct under
consideration must be limited to the
transactions involved in the offense of
conviction. There must be 5 or more
participants involved. CIS v.Barboi~tin,
907 F.2d 1494 6 t h Cir. 1990).
US.u. Bear6 -F.Zd-(5thCir.
9-1890) NO. 89-3720
Obstn~ctionof justice, 5 3Cl.1, applied
for ~efusalto pmvide financial infounation to the probation officer
US. u. Mourning, -P.2dp(5th
Cir.
10-1-90) No. 89-7005
Court can look outside the offense of
conviction to dete~mineacceptance of
responsibility.
CRIMINAL HISTORY <g 4A)
US.u. Edwards, -F.2d7(5thCir.
95-90) NO. 90-4305
Uncounseled state conviction, when
counsel is waived, can be used in
calculatingcriminalhistory level. While
in federal custody, the defendant was
taken to county misdemeanor coua on
an unrelated matter. She waived counsel and pled for time sewed Held that
the effect of her guilty plea was only a
collateral consequence and no admonishments were required. Smce the plea
was not constitutionallysuspect, it could
be used in the calculations.
US. u. Goodman, _P.Zd-(5th
Cir.
10-1-90) No. 89-6170
Possession of firearm by felon is
cume of violence for caleer offender

purposes. S4Bl.l.
US.u. Marshall, 910 F.2d 1241 (5th
Cir. 1990)
Notice requirements of 21 U.S.C. §$
851<a)and (c) as to gov. use of priors in
seeking increased punishment not
required under guideline sentencing.
DEPARTURES GENERALLY (§ 5K)
US. u. George, 911 F.2d 1028 (5th
Cir. 1990)
Upheld for flight between conviction
and sentencing.
US. u. Mourning, -F.2d-C5th
Ck
10-1-90) No. 89-7005
Remand for failure to state specific
reasons. Court gave only general reasons rather than specific grounds.
U S u. Barbontin, 907F.2d 1494 (5th
Cir. 19901
Reversal of departure based on
conlmunity's intolerance to drug trafficking. Injecting community-based
considerations would undermine
Congress's goal of imposing national
uniformity in sentencing.
SENTENCING GENERALLY, CHAP-

TER 6
US. u. Landry, -F.2d-(5th

Cir. 530-90) NO.893275,1390 WL 70431
Departure on grounds not identified in
PSI deprives defendant of right to
comment and object..

Specially Requested
Coizti171iedf,vrn
@ge 15
members of the jury were going to vote
for maximum sentence of 20 yeais, but
when it became apparent that the child
victim would not receive counseling
unless the defendant was ordered to
pay it, they changed the~rvotes to a
piohated sentence,
It was important, of course, that the
defendant prove that he was able to
pay, that he also prove that the child
needed counseling, and that no funds
were available from other sources to
pay for the counseling. In this case, the
evidence and the charge did make a
differencc.H
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TCDLA 1991 LAKE TAHOE SEMINAR
January 9-13, 1991
Lake Tahoe, Nevada
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Thursday, January 10,1991
O~eninaand Welcome Remarks -TIM EVANS. President. TCDLA
CONT~MPT RONALD L. GORANSON, G all as
INDICTMENTS -BOB HINTON, Dallas
ETHICS AND THE PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE - RICHARD ALAN ANDERSON, Dallas
RECENT OPINIONS IN STATE COURT- JUDGE CHUCK MILLER, Judge, Court of
Criminal Appeals
HUGHEY V. U.S. AND THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES GARY COHEN, Austin
TBA -KENT SCHAFFER
ADJOURN

-

-

Friday, January 11,1990
6:30 a.m.-7:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.-7:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.-8:OO a.m.
8:00 a.m.-8:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.-5:15 p.m.
5:15 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

-

EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES WILLIAM A. BRATTON, Dallas
REPRESENTATION BEFORE THE GRAND JURY - MICHAEL P.GIBSON, Dallas
ETHICS AND THE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY COUNSEL- KEITH JAGMIN,
Dallas
CROSS EXAMINATION OF THE DWI DEFENDANT - KATE KELLY-MILLER, Austin
CROSS EXAMINATION OF THE CHILD WITNESS - ANNABELLE HALL, Reno
THE NEW PDR PROCEDURES AT THE COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS - MARVIN
TEAGUE, Judge, Court of Criminal Appeals
ADJOURN

Saturday, January 12,1990
6:00 a.m.-6:40 a.m.
6:40 a.m.-720 a.m.
7:20 a.m.-8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.-8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
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PRESENTING THE DWI DEFENSE - GARY TRICHTER, Houston
OPENING STATEMENTS MIKE HEISKELL, Ft. Worth
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE -JOHN BOSTON, GERRY MORRIS, Austin
EYE WITNESS IDENTIFICATION -CURT WILLIS, Ph.D., Beaumont
ADJOURN

-
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President's Column
ContinuedJkmpage 3
whipped up by oppoaunistic politicians
and sensationalistic journalists preying on
the citizens' concern about crime.
Let me suggest,however, that you do
not try the preceding lawyer language
on the good ol' boys at the local Lions
Club. The Exalted Tail Twister is likely
to roar your pinko butt out of the room.
Instead we must be more clever. We
must convince them that criminal defense lawyers are real people with
genuine concern for our communities.
This is a pretty tall order in these times,
but I'm convinced that it can be done.
That's why I urge each of you to become active in the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Speakers Bureau and
start talking some sense to your neighbors.
Here aresome ideas about how to get
your foot in the door and an outline of
what to say when you get there that
have worked surprisingly well for me.
Fim: In your offers to speak, forget
about high sounding topics such as
"Our Constitution," "Civil Liberties," or
the "Right to a Fair Trial." Instead, play
to their preconceived prejudices by
offering them a chance to "Put a Criminal Defense Lawyer on the Hot Seat" or
to find out "What's Really Going on
Down at the Couahouse."
Secondly: When you get there, start
off by showing them that you are not
only a human being, but also sincerely
concerned about the common good.
You might start off with something like
this: "I'm proud to be able to tell you
I'm a criminal defense lawyer and I'm
here on behalf of the Texas Crkinal
Defense Lawyers to offer you a look
behind the political rhetoric and sensational headlines and tell you the truth
about what really goes on at the courthouse and in the c~iminaljustice system. Now let me stop right here and tell
yon that I know many of you out there
just said to yourselves, 'I can't believe
you just publicly admitted that you
were a cfirninal defense lawyer and
then had the audacity to say you were
proud of it!' Well, it's became I've got
faith in our common belief in fairness
and our uatulal apprehension of power
that I can say this with some c d d e n c e
that you'll agree with me before I step
dom."
Third: Explain to them that our

fundamental values in the criminal
justice system are somd. That their
judges and prosecutors are just as
committed to doing the right thing as
their police officers;in fact, often times
more so. That they have been given a
misperception of the system in three
major aieas. First because when things
go right, as they usually do, it doesn't
make headlines. the media searches
for the unusual orsensationaland therefore if all they ever read or hear about
is the exception to the rule, they soon
begin to believe that the exceptionsare
the rule. Secondly, politicians have
discovered that a sure way to get votes
is to incite the emotions andfears of the
voters about the crime problem and
offer themselves as the solution. Another tactic is to find some bizarre
isolatedincidentwherethesystembmke
down and blame their opponent for it.
Then they claim the opponent is soft on
crime. Third, too many people in the
system try to shift the blame when they
are questioned by the media about
what is wrong. This is most evident
with the police as they constantly point
the finger at lawyers and judges even
when it is they who made the mistake.
We must all realize that a belief in the
overall effectiveness of the criminal
justice system is the greatest deterrent
to crime and those within the system
must support it to restore that faith.
The outline follows:
I. Personalize Yourself gust as. you
would do for a client before a jury.)
A. Family
3. Ties to the community
C. Concern about the crime pmblems
n. I'm here to answer your questlons, but let m e throw some out to
get us started. a s k for a show of
hands)
A. How many of you believe criminals have too many rights?
B. How many believe we need
tougher laws to combat crime?
C. How many believe liberal judges
let too many criminals off on legal
technicalities?
D. How many believe there's too
much plea bargaining going on at the
counbouse?
E. How many believe too many
flin~inalsare paroled too early?
F. Finally, how many of you want to
know how I could represent somebody I knew was guilty?
OK, let's take the questions one at a

IU.Crlmlnals have too many nights.
A. Criminals have veivfew rights and
about the only one'that comes to
mind is to be free from cruel and
unusual punishment.
B. Because people aren't "criminals"
in this country until they are convicted.
C. "Criminal Rights vs. Victim's Rights"
are the buzz words of politicians
trying to get you to vote for them
because they're "tough on crime.''
(Who could win if they came out in
favor of the criminals?)
D. Let me assure you that nobody
wants to protect theguilty fmmproper
prosecution. The danger is that this
rhetoric of politicians trying to take
advantage of your legitimate concerns about crime will confuse you
about the importance of those precious safeguards that protect the
innocentfromthe mistakes andabuses
of bureaucratic governmental power.
E. Here you may want to go over
some fundamental principals (don't
call them "rights") such as trial by
jury, presumption of innocence,
burden of proof, and the exclusionary rnle.
F. We must have rules and they must
apply in all cases. Otherwise, when
do we allow them to be bent or
discarded and who gets to decide?
(Ask the business people in the
audience how many are governed by
federal regulators. How many would
like it if the regulators got to change
the rules whenever they felt life it?)
W. We need tougher laws.
A. More political propaganda
1. The easiest thing for a politician
to do is pass a law or propose one.
It's much easier to do this than vote
to fund additional courts, or a new
jail, or tell constituentsthat the new
jail is going to be in their neighborhood.
2. Here point out that every legislature has had its "crime package"
which has yet to stop crime. E.g.s:
1920s Crime Eradication Act, 1968
Omnibus Crime Control Act, etc.
B. The myth of deterrence
1. It's been a first-degee felony
with up to life in the pen to rape,
rob and murder in this state for over
100 years.
2. Enhanced penalties and mandatory sentences cannot deter because nobody knows about them
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until after they're caught. (Here tell
your audience how educated and
aware of public aff& they are,
then ask them if they know what
their sentence would bei€they burg b z e d a building, a home, had a
gun with them? They won't know,
sa how could an uneducated ghetto
kidhighondrugs possibly know, or
be deterred?)
V. Liberal judges and legal technicalities
A. Liberal judges are extinct.
B. A Judge is a refwee, not a participant.
C. The loser screams "technicality"
and blames the judge, just like a
coach or fan blames the referee. A
'technicality" to the loser is usually a
violationofa fundamentalruleof law
to the winner.
D. When some courageous judge
observes a foul and calls it against the
prosecution or police, do you really
believe either willadmit to the newspaper that it was their mistake that
caused the case to get reversed? (No,
they will blame the judge and scream
''technicality."I
E. The fmth about appeals. A
common misconception of the public is that even if a person is convicted, their lawyer can "get them off"
on appeal. This is not only untrue, it
leads to a dangerous but erroneous
feeling that criminals can beat the
system.
1. Only a small percentage of all
cases is appealed.
2. Of this small number, only 12 to
16% are reversed.
3. Most cases that are reversed are
merely returned for another trial,
and the defendant does not "get
off."
VI, Too much plea bargaining
A. In a p e r k t worldthereshould not
he plea bargaining. But. . . Get the
numbers from your district clerk. (In
Tarrant County it's about 1,200 cases
per court.)
8.Point outthat thedecisionisbased
on what both sides believe a ,
iuw
,
would do with the case.
C. The defendant gives in also. The
state often gets a guilty verdict in a
marginal case.
D. They are well represented by
capable prosecutors who are not
going to give cases away and judges
who stand for election have to appmve the agreement.
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W. Too many prisoners are let out
early
A. Tell them Cto their surprise) that
we have had mandatory minimum
sentences in Texas since 1977.
B. We all told the legislatureand the
governor that this would expand the
prison population. However, the
politicianstold you theywkren'tgoing
to use your tax dollars to build country clubs for criminals (more buzz
words) and you went for it.
C. Incarceration is extremely expensive andshouldbe reserved for incorrigible~.Alternatives must be developed.
D. The length of a sentence is no
deterrent (see "myth of deterrencen
sfrpra). So we need shorter sentences, imposed quicker becanse
certainty of apprehension and punishment is much more of a deterrent
than oppressive sentences imposed
after the fact But this will take
nloney for long overdue court expansion.
Vm.How can Irepresent the guilty?
'%ecause in doing so I have the
opportunity to daily participate in
upholding the miraculous system of
checks and balances given us by the
founders of thisnation to pmtect against
the inevitable abuses of governmental
power brought on by the human shortcomings of those who wield it. By
making sure the government follows
the rules when it deals with a bad
person, we insure that the goodcitizens
will always have the protection of these
N~S.

"In summaly, let me assure you that
in the vast majority of cases the guilty
are convicted, even after the rules are
followed. (In Tarrant County the D A.'s
conviction rate if 97% - this usually
astounds the audience.)
"Let me also assure you that the
system works. It is overburdened from
a lack of proper funding and planning
by tbevery politicianswhotell you they
are tough on crime, but fundamentally
it is sound. The answer is not to
weaken our safeguards and make it
easier to convict, for if we do this, we
make it more likely that the innocent
will get caught up in the rush to judgment and subject to the abuses of
unrestlained power. Rather, the best
deterrent to crime is to get the message
out that the system does work. If guilty,
you will be convicted, you will be
punished, you will not get off on a

technicality. If there are any anlong
you who still doubt me, think about
this: The Texas Department of Corrections is straining with the burden of
40,000 prisoners and the county jails of
our state hold thousands more- these
people did nor get away with crime!"
This outline is only intended to provide general topics and ideas. It should
be liberally supplemented with examples, anecdotes and emotion, just as
if you were conducting jury voir dire or
Fial argument. Otherwise, you might
just as well put them to sleep by reading
the Constitution. I think you will find
that if you ger your audience involved,
you'll be rewardedwhenJim Bob comes
up after your speech and says, "You
know, I never realty thought about it
like that before."
For those of you willing to accept the
challenge and "speak up," I have included the following form letter whish
can be easily tailored to address virtually any organization:
Dear Program Chairman:
Do your members want to know
what real& goes on at the Criminal
Courthouse? What's the deal with "plea
bargaining," parole, and legal "technicalities?" Would you like to put a
lawyer on the hot seat to answer YOUR
questions about the criminal justice
system?
None of us condone crime but it is
essential that our solutions to the problems in,the criminal justice system be
based on facts. The Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association is sponsoring this program to increase wmmunity awareness by giving you the
opportunityto hear and question those
who are at the courthouse dealing with
these problems daily.
As a member of TCDLA I am ready to
work with you to speak or provide
speakers to your organization. The
format will be a short speech followed
by a question and answer period in
order that your members can be personally involved and ask the HARD
questions that so often are left unanswered.
Please contact me or my legal assistant, Mary Pracht, at 817/332-3822 if
you are interested in this program.
Sincerely,
Tim Evans
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Bank Fraud
Contintredfrom page 10

fiduciaryduty or dishonesty. Typical of
such situations are the occas~onalreceipt of meals, entertainment, or other
gifts of modest or nominal value where
the conduct is either authorized by or
disclosed to bank management. Moreover, these are situationswhere the size
of the benefit, either offered or received,inrelationshipto the bank transaction or business either sought or
discussed by the customer is inconsequential. Such inconsequential conduct should not form the basis for
prosecution under section 215.

adopting for itself loose and uninhibited standards of conduct even when
full disclosure is made to the bank's
board of directors. The issue is one of
"reasonableness." A "reasohable"standard of conduct is one which permits
an employee to receive the nomlal
amenities that facilitate the discussion
of bank business, such as a business
luncheon, but which excludes the receipt of those benefits which serve no
demonstrable business purpose, such
as a weekend hunting or fishing expedition or the wceipt of scarce or expensivetickets toathle~icortheatricalev~nts.
Clearly,conductthatfallssquarelywithin
reasonable standards of behavior presents no corrupting threat and is inap-

"Senior management, however, cannot avoid the bribe7y
statute by simply adoptingfor itseIf loose and uninhibited
standards of conduct even whenfull disclosure is made to
the bank's board of directors."
The following should be considered
in assessing whether there is a defense
to a bribery or gratuity allegation or
whether the conduct is at most insignificant and does not warrant prosecution.
A. The Applicability of a Bank's Own
Standad of Conduct
Various banks on their own initiative
have established, and may be expected
to establish, certain guidelines or standards of conduct regarding their employees' receipt of benefits such as
meals, entertainment, and gifts from
bank customers. By adopting such
standards a hank implicitly recognizes
that a certain amount of entertainment
does not amount to a corrupting influente on the bank's transactions. Consequently, a bank officer's compliance
with reasonable standards of conduct
of hidher own bank would constitute a
formidable barrier to successful prosecution if the oficer's conduct is ever
challenged.
Senior management, however, cannot avoid the bribery statute by simply

propriate For prosecution.
1. 18 U.S.C.
215, In Effect as of
August 9, 1989
Title 18 U.S.C. § 215 states:
(a) Whoever(1) corruptly gives, offers, or promlses anything of value to any person,
with intent to influence or reward an
officer, director, employee, agent, or
attomy of a financial institution in
connection with any business or transaction of such institution; or
(2) as an officer, director, employee,
agent, or attomey of a financd institution, comptly solicits or demands for
the benefit of any person, or corruptly
accepts or agrees to accept, anything of

value from any person, intending to be
influenced or rewarded in connection
withany business or transaction of such
institution;
shall be fined not more than
$1,000,000 or three times the value of
the thing given, offered, promised,
solicited, demanded, accepted, or
agreed to be accepted, whichever is
greater, or imprisoned not more than 20
years, or both, but if the value of the
thing given, offered, promised, solicited, demanded, accepted, or agreed to
be accepted does not exceed $100,
shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned not more than one year, or
both.
b) Transferred.
Q This section shall not apply to
bona fide salary, wages, fees, or other
compensation paid, or expenses paid
or reimbursed, in the usual course of
business.
CdJ Federal agencies with responsibility for regulating a financial institution shall jointly establish such guidelimes as are appfopriate to assist an
officer, director, employee, agent, or
attorney of a financial institution to
comply with this section. Such agencies shall make such guidelines available to the public.
Prior to August 9th, 1989, the maximum penalties under § 215 were $5,000
or 5 years or both. Paragraph (b),
originally a definition of "financial insti?ution" (which was transferred to 18
U.S.C. §20)waschangedto "transferred."
The current statute, as well as the one
which was in effect from Oct. 13, 1984
until September 3, 1986, will he dlscussed in the next issue of Voice..
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February 14-15,1991

.
.

.Margie Meyers, Houston, TX
:Jerry Denzlmger, Houston, TX
.Search and Seizure
:Gerald Goldstein, San Antonio, TX
a
-Jury Selection
:Clifton Holmes, Kilgofe, TX

.

*The Use of an Insanity Defense
.in a Drug Case
:~illiam Moffitt, Alexandria, VA

.

:~thics and Fee Contracts
.Roger Dodd, Valdosta, GA
a

a
.Defending Complex Cases
.Frank Rubino, Miami, FL

.
..
0

.Preparing for the Snitch
.Larry Pozner, Denver, CO

.Gross Examination
.Robert Glass, New Orleans, LA
0

~

Pre-Trial Motions
David Chesnoff, Las Vegas. NV
Creatlve Defenses
Wlnnlng Defenses
Desperate Defenses
Juanita Brooks, San Diego, CA
Lunaheon Speech
Richard "Racehorse" Haynes
Houston, TX
Lawyers as Targets
Albert Krieger, Miami, FL
Jury Argument (East Coast)
Joe Oteri, Boston, MA
Jury Argument [West Coast)
Tony Serra, San Francisco, CA
Drug Sniffing Dogs
(Lecture and Demonstratton)
Jeff Weiner, Miami, FL
Phillip Hoelscher, Miami, FL

~

a

Ritz Carlton Hotel

.:
.:
.
..
..

>

Your registration must reach our office by
Tuesday, February 12, 1991 to guarantee
receipt of course materials at the seminar.
Besure to include your$225/$250 registration fee.

0

Name

-

Address

.

-

City

..
.:
.:
.:
.

Telephone
County
Bar Number

Occupation

Cl I am CI I am not a member of the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association or National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers

.
0

REGISTRATION FEES

a

+

Advance Registration
a
TCDLA ............. $225.00
0
NACDL Members .....$225.00
Nonmembers.. ...... $250.00

..
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On-Site Registration
TCDLA.. . . . . . . . . . . $250.00
NACDL Members . . . . $250.00
Nonmembers.. . . . . . $275.00

.:
..
..
.

0

0

..

O

d by the Texas Criminal Defmse Lawyers Associa>
the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers

,Sentencing

:

~

..
..
..
...
..
:
..
.

a

-

:
I will 0 i will not be attending the
:
:Oluncheon
on Friday, February 14,1991.
.

.
.
0

Return to:
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association,
600 West 13th Street, Austin, Texas 78701
For more information:
Call (512)478-2514

.:

~
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Batson
Continuedfrompage 8
lished), the State stluck two of five
blacks. The court implicitly foundthere
existed enough of an tnference of discrimination to have a Batson hearing.
(D) In Vann u. State, No. 05-8900250-CR (Dallas, April 19, 1990)
Ipublished), the court found that an
inference of discrimination is raised
where the prosecutor used six of the
State's ten peremptory strikes to exclude six of nine potential AfricanAmerican jurors.
(El Where both the defense and the
State exercise a peremptory challenge
against the same venire member, this
fact alone does not wholly refute the
inference of discriminatory use of other
peremptorychallenges. Cooperu.State,
No. 211-89. (Tex. App.-Harris, March
28, 1990)
(F) The fact that two black jurors
sewed on the jury does not deprive the
accused of the right to challenge the
ractally dscrimiuatory use of perempto~).challenges.Hiilu. State, 775 S.W.2d
754 e x . App.-Dallas
1989). The
prosecutor may not use peremptory
challenges to eliminate m y potential
juror o n the basis of that juror's race
Hill, 775 S.W.2d at 757..

This a~llclewill be continued in the
rrexl imLe of Voice.

Upcoming CLE Programs
January 18,1991
NUTS & BOLTS OF FEDERAL
PRACTICE SEMINAR
8:30 am to 500 ptn, Federal Courthouse,
515 Rusk, Houston, Court 11B.
For infonnation, call (713) 227-2404
February 23,1991
4TH ANNUAL JUVENILE LAW CONFERENCE
Texas Law Center, Austin
Registration: $65
Limited to 80 Participants
6.0 hours M.C.L.E.
Send registration to: Bill King, P.O. BOX
1748, Austin, TX 78767
Hotel accommodations avaiIable at the
Guest Quarters SuiteHotel, 303 W. 15th
Street, Austin, TX 512/478-7000. Participants should contact the hotel drrectly and say the reservation is in
connection with the Juvenile Law
Conference.

Mew And Renewal Mem
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Publications for Sale
Check D&red

P ~ ~ a w
0 Federal Ciirninal PracIice Man+ (3 vol.)

$75.00

1986-87Edj4ion
P Cdtphal DeSme Practice Materials (2 voL)
..
1988-19.5'9I ~ I InI O
0 Cdtphal Practice Fqw Disket.tes(sofhwrema@abie:

$100.00

April 1990, MeAllen

q TRIALS-FORENSIC. PATHOLOGY

$10.00

Author: Dr. Robert Bwgnd Ray Taylor
D CDLPS,kte& Federal Appellate P a c e d u , S@lk
~
Coorse Bwk
August 1990, Houstq~
Ef TCDLA-Advrwced Federal Crireinal Law Shoa Course Bwk
Seprember 1990, Houston
- -

$75.00

$1Mm

--

error committed by tlc in averding D's
objection to St% rnhtatpmennts a b u t
law regarding buwh af proaf on the
issue of self-defense can be deemed
h a ~ n d e sunder d e 8XblIa). K A
q r e s l y disavowedany indiarronfrorn
GI@& that a dierent standard of
review applies when case contains "trial
emof'
Le., mistaken rulmg b$ bp.
CQ&WBm 'I'm says &at even now,
applicarion of TaAP 81CW.2) is in a
developmental, "ifclymmic,stage." That
may even be an understatement. Tk
court's first lengthy articuktiw of the
h a m l e s e r m standard came in June
1989 in Harfis, which h~ yet to be
repwed. As recently as Septemberand
Bctobslr of this year, TCA has found the
b d e s errorstandardofTRAP &l(bX21
not to apply in certain instances of
violations of mandatory statutes Cr-g,,
ten days' preparation &r trial following
amendiag of indictment; seating af
absolutely disqualified jumr). Many of
these determinarionsafe beingmade on
a ease-bymebasis. Attorneys oneithex
side of the Bar who ignore harmlea
e m analysis on appeal do 30 at their
peril.

-

EDITOR'S NOTI5 TGA DID NOT IWE
OPriVIONS FOR THE 5YTEP.E OF OCTOBER
17, 1980.

NAME

COlYeetbl
CITY/STATEEdP

aCash Safe

PHONENO.

-

0 Check Enclosed

*AU books will be *ailed ljook rate (how $ weas dei~veq)unless otherwise specified.
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Thebio of W. h & n Gray ("Bt~tev. Matt&>
was maems in listing lris sca$enlic aedeatials. He received his &.A. f r m the University of Tern, then anended rhe Universitiy of Chi~@o,where he earned his M.A.
fren the Divinity Srhpol and J.D. ham the
taw Sch~ol.
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION

I
~Ptcmeprinntor &De)
I
I 0 NEW MEMBER APPLICATION
I Q RENEWAL APPLYCATION'
I M ~.
M
s
. Mrs.I
I Name
ffo appear in hlembwship DireGary1
I ,w Fkm
I Mailing Address
1city, state, ZIP
I Business Telephone (- )

MEMBENHIP APPLICATION

-

I l b x ~ o i.
)
County
Bar Card Number
( Bar Card Date. Month
Year
Are you currently a member of NACDU Q Yes

l
1

1
I Please check correct category:
I O Voluntary Sustaining - $330

I

Q sustaining
- $ZOO
Regular member licensed t o practice:
Q 2 years or less
- S 75
more tlran 2 yews
- $150
~ffiiiate
- $50
O Public Defender
- $50
O Sh~dent
- $20
Members in the fum of a susuining or charter
member
- $50
Certified Criminal L a w Specialist 0Yes lIl N e

I
10
I
1
10

I

I
I
I
II
I
I

I
-

I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

0No 1
-

I
1

1
1
1

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
~ a v you
e ever been d i s h r e d or dmciplined by a n y bar I
I aasoclation, o r are you the subject of disciplinary action I
I
1now pending? 5 Yes O No
I
I
I
I
I Date
Signature of Applicant
1
I
I
sme
whether n e w cmificate is desired
L:--------e-----J

1

Some of the best legal minds

..

.in this state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in
the United Stiltes. Wemaintain that level of excellence by continuously wking out new mind%,new energies. Therefore we want YOU. . .if your legal
and personal philosophies are compatible with ourpurposesand objectives:
To provide an appropriate state organbation rcpresentlng t h w lawyers who
are hctiveiy engaged in the defense of crlmlnal.eases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rights guaranteed by
the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal casea.
To resist orooosed leelslation or rulen whleh would curtail such riehts and
to promoie &~undalfkativea.
To promote educational arlivittes to improve the skills aad knowledge of
lawyers engaged in the defease of crimimd cases.
To improve the judictal s@em and to urge the selection and appointment
to the bench Of weU-quali&d and experienced lawyers.
To improve the eorrectlonaisystem and to seekmore effecMverebabiUtatfon
oppo&dties for tbose con&ted of crlmen.
To promote constant improvement in the administration of criminaijustice.

-

The nlonthly Voicefor 1lw Defimc magazine.
Ihe'Siguificant Decisions Repon'of i m p o m ULFU decided by the Texas Cwrt of Criluinal
Appeals and Federal Coum.
TCDLA MemhersA'i Dirercory -referrals lo and ham Criminal Defense Lawyers ioover
1W Texas c i t h
Outseoding educational pmgam-feshung recognized expacs en praaical a s p a of
defense cases. TCDLA and Ute St& Bar annually present many semiwasand courses in
all pads of Ule steta.
Avallebiiity of Lawyen Assistaws Committee, *ready source of information andassislance
to membars, end m e Amicus Curiae Comminee.
Organizational voice through which o i i n a l defense lawyers can formulate and express
their position on legislation, counreform, impmtantdefensecases through Amicus Curiae
aclivity.
Discounts sad free offerinas fer ~ublieationsOf interest to criminal defense lacwers
ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Voluntary Sustaining. ................................. $3M) 00
(All officers & directors must pay Voluntary Sustainingdues)
Sustmning... ....................................... $2M).W
(All a s h t e dirpetommustpay Sustaining dues)
Dues formembem in the finn of a sustaining or
I
chanw member.. ................................. $ 50.W
Mwnbers admiled W prnsriee: (based on stale Iiconccdate)
2 yearsor less..
$ 75.W
more than 2 years.. ................................ S150.W
PublicDefender.. ................................... $ 50.00

...................................

Mail to:

Texas Criminal DefenseLawyers Association
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
FAX No. (512)469-9107

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
600 West 13th Street
Austin, TX 78701
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